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Dear Editor , 

As discussed in the Journal recently 1 the SARS-CoV-2, a new β-

Coronavirus, uses the Angiotensin Converting Enzyme-2 Receptor

to enter airway cells. Viral endocytosis is mediated by several fac-

tors, including clathrin, the adaptor protein-2 complex (AP2) and

the adaptor-associated kinase-1 (AAK1). 2 

According to a recent report, 3 COVID-19, the disease caused by

SARS-CoV-2, is characterized by three clinical patterns: no symp-

toms, mild to moderate disease, severe pneumonia requiring ad-

mission to Intensive Care Unit (ICU) in up to 31% of the patients. 3 

Thus far, there is no specific therapy for COVID-19 infection. No

benefit of lopinavir-ritonavir treatment resulted in a recent trial. 4 

Hydroxychloroquine, currently used in view of its “in vitro” ob-

served effect of reduction of viral replication, seems unsatisfac-

tory. 5 

Elevated proinflammatory cytokine/chemokine responses seem

associated with respiratory failure. 3 Recently, tocilizumab, an

interleukin-6 inhibitor, was reported as effective in patients with

severe COVID-19 pneumonia. 6 

Baricitinib, another inhibitor of cytokine-release, seems an in-

teresting anti-inflammatory drug. It is a Janus kinase inhibitor

(anti-JAK) licensed for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis (RA)

with good efficacy and safety records. 7 Moreover it seems to have

anti-viral effects by its affinity for AP2-associated protein AAK1, re-

ducing SARS-CoV-2 endocytosis. 8 

On this basis, we assessed the safety of baricitinib therapy com-

bined with lopinavir-ritonavir in moderate COVID-19 pneumonia

patients and we evaluated its clinical impact. 

All consecutive hospitalized patients (March 16th −30th)

with moderate COVID-19 pneumonia, older than 18 years, were

treated for 2 weeks with baricitinib tablets 4 mg/day added to

ritonavir-lopinavir therapy. The last consecutive patients with

moderate COVID-19 pneumonia receiving standard of care ther-

apy (lopinavir/ritonavir tablets 250 mg/bid and hydroxychloroquine

400 mg/day/orally for 2 weeks) admitted before the date of the

first baricitinib-treated patient served as controls. Antibiotics were

scheduled only in the case of suspected bacterial infection. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jinf.2020.04.017 

0163-4453/© 2020 The British Infection Association. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights r
Inclusion criteria were: a. SARS-Co-V2 positivity in the

asal/oral swabs; b. presence of at least 3 of the following symp-

oms: fever, cough, myalgia, fatigue; c. evidence of radiological

neumonia . After discharge, patients treated with baricitinib were

lanned to be followed for additional 6 weeks. Exclusion crite-

ia: history of thrombophlebitis (TP), latent tuberculosis infection

QuantiFERON Plus-test positivity, Qiagen, Germany 9 ), pregnancy

nd lactation. 

Mild to moderate COVID-19 disease definition: presence of

ilateral pneumonia with or without ground glass opacity and in

bsence of consolidation, not requiring intubation at enrollment;

rterial oxygen saturation (SpO2) > 92% at room-air, and ratio arte-

ial oxygen partial pressure/fractional inspired oxygen (PaO2/FiO2)

0 0–30 0 mmHg. Parameters daily accessed were: fever, pulmonary

unction, Modified Early Warning Score (MEWS), 10 pulse rate,

lood pressure. After the initial execution, radiology imaging was

erformed on demand. Laboratory investigations included blood

ell counts with differential counts, tests for liver and kidney

unctions, erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), C-reactive protein

CRP), and procalcitonin. 

The trial was approved by the Azienda-USL Toscana Centro

ommittee for off-label use of drugs. All patients signed a written

nformed consent to participate to the study. 

Descriptive statistics, presented as median and interquartile

ange (IQR), were calculated using Microsoft ® Office Excel for

indows and ©2019 Minitab, LLC for Windows. Mann-Whitney U

est was used for pairwise comparisons, Wilcoxon-test for paired

ata, Fisher’s exact test for categorical variables comparisons. P val-

es ≤ 0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

Twelve patients, 10 males and 2 females, with a median age of

3.5 (IQR: 57.7–72.2) years were enrolled in the hospitals in Prato

nd Alessandria. Clinical characteristics are shown in Table 1 . Co-

orbidities were similar in the two groups. 

Baricitinib-treatment was well tolerated with no serious ad-

erse events (AEs). Therapy was withdrawn in 1 patient after

0 days of treatment due to consistent transaminases elevation

AST: 267 U/L; ALT: 298 U/L), probably due to the antiviral therapy

ather than to the baricitinib treatment, which is mainly renal-

etabolized. In addition, no bacterial or opportunistic infections,

rombo-flebitis or hematologic toxicity were observed. 
eserved. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jinf.2020.04.017
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jinf
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.jinf.2020.04.017&domain=pdf
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jinf.2020.04.017
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Table 1 

Baseline demographic, clinical, and laboratory characteristics of COVID-19 patients treated with either baricitinib or with standard 

COVID-19 therapy. 

Feature Baricitinib group Standard COVID-19 therapy P value 

Patient number, N (%) 12 (100) 12 (100) 

Male/female, N (%) 10/2 (83/17) 10/2 (83/17) 1 

Age years, median (IQR) 63.5 (57.7–72.2) 63 (55.5–69.5) 0.707 

Days interval from symptoms onset and therapy starting, days N 6 (4–6.25) 4.5 (4–5.25) 0.204 

Cough N (%) 10 (83) 12 (100) 0.478 

Dyspnea N (%) 10 (83) 9 (75) 1.0 0 0 

Sputum production N (%) 4 (33) 3 (25) 1.0 0 0 

Headache N (%) 5 (42) 4 (33) 1.0 0 0 

Diarrhea N (%) 2 (17) 1 (8) 1.0 0 0 

Ageusia/Anosmia N (%) 6 (50) 5 (42) 1.0 0 0 

Hypertension N (%) 3 (25) 2 (17) 1.0 0 0 

Diabetes N (%) 3 (25) 4 (33) 1.0 0 0 

COPD N (%) 2 (17) 3 (25) 1.0 0 0 

CVD N (%) 2 (17) 2 17) 1.0 0 0 

Malignancy 0 (0) 1 (8) 1.0 0 0 

Fever °C, median (IQR) 38 (37.4–38.2) 38.1 (37.7–38.7) 0.356 

Breath rate N/min, median (IQR), 23 (19.5–24.2) 22 (19.7–24) 0.665 

SpO2 (%),median (IQR) 91 (90–92.5) 92 (91.2–93) 0.157 

PaO2/FiO2, median (IQR) 290 (199.2–292.2) 268.6 (264.4–295) 0.603 

Pulse rate, median (IQR) 82 (73–88.3) 90 (87.2–94.5) 0.069 

SBP mm/Hg, median (IQR) 120 (110–131.2) 105 (100–111.25) 0.003 

DBP mm/Hg, median (IQR) 70 (60–80) 62.5 (60–66.25) 0.094 

WBC (x10 9 /L), median (IQR) 7.8 (5.8–10.8) 8.2 (7.3–8.8) 0.908 

Neutrophils (x10 9 /L), median (IQR) 6,5 (4.5–7.7) 6.9 (6.4–7.6) 0.707 

Lymphocytes (x10 9 /L), median (IQR) 0.7 (0.7–1.2) 0.89 (0.7–0.9) 1.0 0 0 

Hemoglobin (g/L), median (IQR) 118 (102–134.2) 125 (108–134) 0.568 

Platelets (x10 9 /L), median (IQR) 203 (174–227) 366 (340–407) 0.0 0 0 

ALT (U/L), median (IQR) 28.5 (23.5–52) 44 (37–50) 0.157 

AST (U/L), median (IQR) 34 (26.2–48) 44 (34.7–47) 0.525 

Creatinine (mg/dl), median (IQR) 1.0 (0.9–1.1) 1.00 (0.9–1) 0.583 

CRP (mg/dl), median (IQR) 8.2 (5.8–14.5) 3 (1.5–3.2) 0.002 

Procalcitonin ng/ml, median (IQR) 0.7 (0.4–1.1) 1.2 (0.8–2.1) 0.902 

MEWS, median (IQR) 3 (2–3.25) 3 (3–4) 0.544 

Abbreviations and symbols: N = number;% = percentage; °C: grade Celsius; min = minute; SpO2 = peripheral capillary oxygen sat- 

uration; PaO2/FiO2 = ratio of arterial oxygen partial pressure to fractional inspired oxygen; SBP = systolic blood pressure; DBP = di- 

astolic blood pressure; WBC = white blood cells; AST = serum glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase; ALT = serum alanine aminotrans- 

ferase; MEWS = Modified Early Warning Score; IQR: Interquartile range. 
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Results are summarized in Table 2 . Overall, in the baricitinib-

reated group, all clinical characteristics and respiratory function

arameters significantly improved both at week 1 and week 2

ompared to baseline. CRP values significantly decreased at the

ame timeframes. In the control-group, no significant changes were

ecorded at week 2 compared to baseline. 

Fever, SpO2, PaO2/FiO2, CRP, and MEWS significantly improved

n the baricitinib-treated group compared with controls (p: 0.0 0 0;

.0 0 0; 0.017; 0.023; 0.016, respectively). ICU transfer was re-

uested in 33% (4/12) of controls and in none of the baricitinib-

reated patients ( p = 0.093). Discharge at week 2 occurred in 58%

7/12) of the baricitinib-treated patients vs 8% (1/12) of controls

 p = 0.027). At discharge, 57% (4/7) had negative viral nasal/oral

wabs. 

These preliminary results on 12 patients with moderate COVID-

9 pneumonia confirmed the safety of baricitinib therapy in a clin-

cal context different from RA. 7 No infections, cardiovascular and

ematologic AEs occurred after 2 weeks treatment. The short-term

rug exposure may probably explain the absence of the supposed

Es. To confirm the long-term safety, the patients will be followed-
p for further 6 weeks, but the restricted time of treatment and

he short half-life of the drug (12.5 h) suggest as unlikely the later

Es occurrence. 

Remarkably, both at week 1 and week 2, baricitinib therapy sig-

ificantly improved the clinical and laboratory parameters, none

f the patients required ICU support, and the majority of the pa-

ients were discharged. These results were likely due to the rapid

ction of the drug and the short median interval of 6 days from

ymptoms-onset and therapy starting, 

The major limitations of this pilot study were its open-label de-

ign with no randomization and the low number of treated pa-

ients. A proper control group was missing and this is indeed re-

uired to formally demonstrate the efficacy of the therapy. 

The use of baritinicib therapy may limit the cytokine-release

yndrome associated with COVID-19 and it may be useful because

t acts against a wide-range of cytokines. Although our results can-

ot be generalized to all COVID-19 patients, we believe that these

ata are encouraging in terms of safety, improvement of clinical

mpact and reduction of severity progression, and it may be the

rst-step for future controlled, larger studies. 
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Table 2 

Clinical, laboratory and respiratory parameters of COVID-19 patients after 1- or 2-week treatment in the baricitinib-treated group and in the standard-treated group: comparison within the same treatment group and 

between the 2 different treatment groups. 

Baricitinib-treated Standard therapy Baricitinib vs Standard therapy 

Clinical, laboratory, respiratory parameters Baseline Week 1 Week 2 P value Baseline Week 1 Week 2 P value P value 

Baseline values vs Week 

1 ∗ or vs Week 2 † values 

Baseline values vs Week 

1 ∗ or vs Week 2 † values 

Week 1 ∗ comparisons or Week 

2 † comparisons 

Cough N (%) 10 (83) 8 (66) 0 0.640 ∗ 12 (100) 10 (83) 9 (75) 0.478 ∗ 0.640 ∗

0.0 0 0 † 0.217 † 0.0 0 0 † 

Dyspnea N (%) 10 (83) 1 (8) 0 0.001 ∗ 9 (75) 8 (67) 8 (67) 1.0 0 0 ∗ 0.001 ∗

0.0 0 0 † 1.0 0 0 † 0.001 † 

Sputum production N (%) 4 (33) 1 (8) 1 (8) 0.317 ∗ 3 (25) 3 (25) 3 (25) 1.0 0 0 ∗ 0.590 ∗

0.317 † 1.0 0 0 † 0.217 † 

Headache N (%) 5 (42) 0 0 0.037 ∗ 4 (33) 2 (17) 3 (25) 0.640 ∗ 0.478 ∗

0.037 † 1.0 0 0 † 0.217 † 

Diarrhea N (%) 2 (17) 0 0 0.478 ∗ 1 (8) 1 (8) 0 1.0 0 0 ∗ 1.0 0 0 ∗

0.478 † 1.0 0 0 † NA † 

Ageusia/Anosmia N (%) 6 (50) 3 (25) 2 (17) 0.400 ∗ 5 (42) 4 (33) 3 (25) 1.0 0 0 ∗ 1.0 0 0 ∗

0.193 † 0.667 † 1.0 0 0 † 

Fever, °C median (IQR) 38 36.1 36 0.001 ∗ 38.1 37.7 37.8 0.123 ∗ 0.0 0 0 ∗

(37.4–38.2) (36–36.4) (36–36.1) 0.001 † (37.7–38.7) (37.1–38.2) (37.4–38.1) 0.285 † 0.0 0 0 † 

Breath, N/min median (IQR) 23 18 16 0 •004 ∗ 22 19 18 0.063 ∗ 0.603 ∗

(19.5–24.2) (14–20.2) (16–18) 0.010 † (19.7–24) (17.5–21.7) (16–22.7) 0.885 † 0.094 † 

SpO2,% median (IQR) 91 96 97 0.0 0 0 ∗ 92 93.6 93.1 0.289 ∗ 0.0 0 0 ∗

(90–92.5) (96–98.2) (95.7–98) 0.002 † (91.2–93) (90.8–94.1) (86.5–94.2) 0.544 † 0.0 0 0 † 

PaO2/FiO2 value median (IQR) 290 410 421.5 0 •0 0 0 ∗ 268.6 302.2 267.6 0.106 ∗ 0.237 ∗

(199.2–292.2) (315.7–452) (308.6–456) 0.001 † (264.4–295) (240.1–405.7) (144.2–350.5) 0.862 † 0.017 † 

Pulse rate, N/minute median (IQR) 82 70 67 0 •050 ∗ 90 85.5 89 0.433 ∗ 0.002 ∗

(73–88.3) (68–76) (63.2–71.7) 0.077 † (87.2–94.5) (77.5–93.5) (84.5–104.5) 1.0 0 0 † 0.0 0 0 † 

WBC, x10 9 /L median (IQR) 7.8 7.3 7.2 0 •581 ∗ 8.2 6.9 8 0.013 ∗ 0.389 ∗

(5.8–10.8) (6.2–9) (6.3–9.3) 0.122 † (7.3–8.8) (6.5–7.4) (7.4–8.3) 0.931 † 0.634 † 

Neutrophils, x10 9 /L median (IQR) 6.5 5.2 4.8 0 •351 ∗ 6.9 5.9 6.8 0.026 ∗ 0.436 ∗

(4.5–7.7) (4.8–6.9) (4–7.1) 0.201 † (6.4–7.6) (5.2–6.4) (6.1–7.2) 1.0 0 0 † 0.201 † 

( continued on next page ) 
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Table 2 ( continued ) 

Baricitinib-treated Standard therapy Baricitinib vs Standard therapy 

Clinical, laboratory, respiratory parameters Baseline Week 1 Week 2 P value Baseline Week 1 Week 2 P value P value 

Baseline values vs Week 

1 ∗ or vs Week 2 † values 

Baseline values vs Week 

1 ∗ or vs Week 2 † values 

Week 1 ∗ comparisons or Week 

2 † comparisons 

Lymphocytes, x10 9 /L median (IQR) 0.7 1.14 1.3 0 •147 ∗ 0.89 0.9 0.9 0.624 ∗ 0.187 ∗

(0.7–1.2) (0.9–1.6) (1.1–1.6) 0.038 † (0.7–0.9) (0.7–1) (0.7–0.9) 0.817 † 0.092 † 

Hb, g/L median (IQR) 118 122 128 0 •411 ∗ 125 123 121 0.702 ∗ 0.607 ∗

(102–134.2) (104–128.1) (119–129) 0.451 † (108–134) (112–127.2) (114–130) 0.689 † 0.191 † 

Platelets, x10 9 /L median (IQR) 203 312 354 0 •121 ∗ 366 358 (321- 389 0.468 ∗ 0.315 ∗

(174–227) (233–358) (65–512) 0.018 † (340–407) 461) (315–430) 0.624 † 0.468 † 

ALT, U/L median (IQR) 28.5 49 78 0 •712 ∗ 44 56.5 44.5 0.094 ∗ 0.624 ∗

(23.5–52) (43.2–57.2) (43–83.7) 0.838 † (37–50) (36–67.2) (39.5–54.5) 0.419 0.141 † 

AST, U/L median (IQR) 34 41 48.5 0 •542 ∗ 44 44.5 42.5 0.624 † 0.665 ∗

(26.2–48) (37–54) (38–58.5) 0.080 † (34.7–47) (41.7–51.5) (35–55.2) 0.453 † 

Creatinine, mg/dl median (IQR) 1.0 0 •92 0.88 0 •478 ∗ 1.00 1.0 1.1 0.347 ∗ 0.572 ∗

(0.9–1.1) (0.8–1) (0.7–0.9) 0.238 † (0.9–1) (0.9–1.1) (1–1.2) 0.214 † 0.165 † 

CRP, mg/dl median (IQR) 8.2 2.26 1.07 0 •003 ∗ 3 1.7 3.2 0.171 ∗ 0.862 ∗

(5.8–14.5) (0.9–4.8) (0.7–3.4) 0.001 † (1.5–3.2) (1.1–8.5) (2.1–9.2) 0.225 † 0.023 † 

Procalcitonine, ng/ml median (IQR) 0.7 0.8 0.8 (0.7- 0.625 ∗ 1.2 1.4 1.2 0.268 ∗ 0.256 ∗

(0.4–1.1) (0.6–1.3) 1.5) 0.567 † (0.8–2.1) (07–1.6) (0.6–1.3) 0.782 † 0.189 † 

MEWS median (IQR) 3 1 0 0.0 0 0 ∗ 3 2 2 0.643 ∗ 0.177 ∗

(2–3.25) (1–1) (0–1) 0.0 0 0 † (3–4) (2–3) (1–6.2) 0.063 † 0.016 † 

ICU transfer N (%) 0 0 (0) 0 (0) NA ∗ 0 3 (25) 4 (33) 0.217 ∗ 0.217 ∗

NA † 0.093 † 0.093 † 

Discharged N (%) 0 3 (25) 7 (58)ì 0.217 ∗ 0 0 (0) 1 (8) NA ∗ 0.217 ∗

0.005 † 1.0 0 0 † 0.027 † 

Abbreviations and symbols: N: number;%: percentage; °C: grade Celsius; min: minute; SpO2: peripheral capillary oxygen saturation; PaO2/FiO2: ratio of arterial oxygen partial pressure to fractional inspired oxygen; 

SBP: systolic blood pressure; DBP: diastolic blood pressure; WBC: white blood cells; AST: serum glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase; ALT: serum alanine aminotransferase; IU: international unit; MEWS: Modified 

Early Warning Score; IQR: Interquartile range. Statistical analysis was performed using the Wilcoxon test (for paired comparisons) or the Mann-Whitney test. P value was considered significant if < 0.05. ∗Differences 

between the values at baseline and after 1 week. † Differences between the values at baseline and after 2 weeks. Standard therapy group: COVID-19 patients under standard respiratory therapy and antiretrovirals and 

hydroxychloroquine treatment that were admitted in the hospital the week before starting the therapy with baricitinib. 
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ear Editor, 

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-

) has developed a global pandemic. 1 The initial transmission of

ARS-CoV-2 has been limited in the national wide of China during

he first two month 

2 , while a global spread is establishing with

bout 2 million laboratory confirmed infections and more than

26, 0 0 0 deaths from 185 countries by April 15, 2020. 3 

The genome of SARS-CoV-2 exhibited a relative high similarity

mong the early obtained strains. 4 , 5 However, two key mutations

ere recently identified, potentially contributing to the sub-lineage

lassification of SARS-CoV-2. 6 Although the genome structure of

ARS-CoV-2 has been well documented, the temporal evolution

nd global transmission of the virus remains poorly investigated. 

Here, we retrieved 313 SRAS-CoV-2 genomes from the GISAID

 www.gisaid.org ) database, from which 99 genomes with exact

ollection dates (before Feb 29, 2019) were selected to infer the

rigin time and global transmission of SARS-CoV-2 by Bayesian

hylodynamic approaches. 

To gain insight into the temporal evolutionary dynamics of

ARS-CoV-2, we performed Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) al-

orithms implemented in BEAST 1.10.4 package with the 99 en-

olled SARS-CoV-2 genomes. Generalized Time Reversible (GTR)

ith invariant sites as site heterogeneity model (GTR + I ) was se-

ected as the best-fit nucleotide substitution model by the Akaike

nformation Criterion (AIC) implemented in jModelTest. The esti-

ated mean evolutionary rate of SARS-CoV-2 was estimated to

e 6.14 × 10 −6 subs/site/day (95% HPD: 3.61 × 10 −6 –8.68 × 10 −6 

ubs/site/day), corresponding to 2.24 × 10 −3 subs/site/year (95%

PD: 1.32 × 10 −3 –3.17 × 10 −3 subs/site/year). 

We recorded the information of MCMC reconstruction into

 Maximum Clade Credibility (MCC) tree by using the program

reeAnnotator. From the MCC tree ( Fig. 1 ), the tMRCA (Time to the

ost Common Recent Ancestor) of SARS-CoV-2 was dated back to

ec 11, 2019 (95%HPD, Nov 21, 2019 – Dec 24, 2019). Two major

lades were observed from the MCC tree, with a divergence time

t Dec 23, 2019 (95%HPD, Dec 18, 2019 – Dec 29, 2019), both of

hich consist strains of SARS-CoV-2 from Wuhan and other re-

ions of China. 

The circulating strains of SARS-CoV-2 could be separated into

our sub-clades ( Fig. 1 a). The two sub-clades from Clade 1 was

iverged at Jan 1, 2020 (95%HPD, Dec 27, 2019 – Jan 5, 2020),

hile the two sub-clades from Clade 2 was diverged at Jan 8, 2020

95%HPD, Jan 3 – Jan 13). With respect to the country-specific

trains of SARS-CoV-2, we observed that the circulating strains

n USA were from both of the two clades, the UK and Australia

irculating strains were from Clade 1, the circulating strains in

ingapore, Japan, Germany, France and Italy seemed to be from

lade 2 ( Fig. 1 a, Table S1). 

To infer the population growth dynamics of SARS-CoV-2, the vi-

al relative genetic diversity was reconstructed by Bayesian Skyline

lot (BSP) analysis. 7 BSP analysis suggested that SARS-CoV-2 pos-

essed a relative stable effective population size ( N e ) during the

rst month (Dec 23, 2019 to Jan 22, 2020) of the virus outbreak

 Fig. 1 b). A slow but accelerating reduction in the N e was observed

rom Jan 22, 2020, with a sharp reduction of the lower 95% HPD

f the N e from Feb 5, 2020. A sharp reduction in the Ne suggests

he initiation of a bottle-neck-effect in the virus population size. A

ottle-neck-effect indicates that the current circulating virus strain

as trapped, and more mutations in the virus genome will poten-

ially occur to help the virus escape, resulting in a leap in the virus

opulation. Despite the BSP was generated from a limited sample
ayesian phylodynamic inference on the temporal 

volution and global transmission of SARS-CoV-2 
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Fig. 1. Bayesian evolutionary dynamics of SARS-CoV-2. (a) Time-scaled Maximum Clade Credibility (MCC) tree based on MCMC analysis of the 99 SARS-CoV-2 genomes 

with an Exponential Growth tree prior. The time scale was set to the bottom of Fig. 1 shared by both (a) and (b). The tree branches were colored according to the collection 

countries with the color panel to the left lower part. Time to the Most Common Recent Ancestor (tMRCA) and the divergence time of clades and sub-clades were labelled on 

the corresponding nodes with 95% HPD in the following bracket. Clade and sub-clade specific mutations were labelled under the divergent time, with the non-synonymous 

mutations labelled in red. (b) population dynamics of SARS-CoV-2. The viral population dynamics was represented by the viral relative genetic diversity generated from 

Bayesian Skyline Plot reconstruction of the MCMC analysis. The Y-axis represents relative genetic diversity, which is equivalent to the product of the effective population size 

(N e ) and the generation length in days ( τ ). The color regions show 95% HPD limits, and the black line represent the median estimate of relative genetic diversity. 
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ize, the results suggested a possible initiation of a bottle-neck-

ffect in the population size of SARS-CoV-2, indicating more in-

ected cases will occur in the near future due to the increased mu-

ations in the viral genome. 

Despite SARS-CoV-2 remains relative stable, thirteen clade/sub-

lade-specific mutations were observed in the present study ( Fig.

 a). The mutations at nt 8782 and nt 28,144 were clade spe-

ific, i.e., C8782T and T28144C were only occurred in Clade 1,
ather than in Clade 2. Only a viral strain (EPI_ISL_406,592 from

uangdong, China) in Clade 1 did not possess C8782T, while all

trains in Clade 1 possess T28144C. Eleven out of the thirteen

ub-clade specific mutations were also observed ( Fig. 1 a). Seven

utations were located in Clade 1, among which C29095G and

24034T/T26729C were observed in a sub-clade consisting of vi-

al strains from China (outside Wuhan) and USA, respectively.

28878Aand G29742A were observed in a subclade of viral strains
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Table 1 

Clade-/Sub-clade specific mutations of SARS-CoV-2 observed in Maximum Clade Credibility tree. 

Mutation Gene Type Amino acid mutation Collection country/region of the viral strain 

C8782T ORF1a synonymous – Clade 1 in Fig. 1 a (detailed in Table S1) 

C17373T ORF1b synonymous – China (outside Wuhan), USA and Singapore 

C18060T ORF1b synonymous – China (outside Wuhan) and USA 

C24034T S synonymous –

T26729C M synonymous –

C29095G N synonymous –

T18488C ORF1b non-synonymous Ile-Thr United Kingdom 

C21707T S non-synonymous His-Tyr China (outside Wuhan) and USA 

G26144T ORF3 non-synonymous Gly-Val USA, Taiwan, Australia, Sweden, Italy, and Singapore 

T28144C ORF8 non-synonymous Leu-Ser Clade 1 in Fig. 1 a (detailed in Table S1) 

C28854T N non-synonymous Ser-Phe China (outside Wuhan) and USA 

G28878A N non-synonymous Ser-Asn Australia and USA 

G29742A 3-UTR non-synonymous Arg-His (untranslated) 

Ile, Isoleucine; Thr, Threonine; His, Histidine; Tyr, Tyrosine; Gly, Glycine; Val, Valine; Leu, Leucine, Ser, Serine; Phe, Phenylala- 

nine; Asn, Asparagine; Arg, Argnine. USA, United States of America. 
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from Australia and USA. Four mutations were located in Clade 2,

among which C21707T and C28854T were observed in a sub-clade

consisting of viral strains from China (outside Wuhan) and USA.

C17373T was observed in a sub-clade of viral strains from China

(outside Wuhan), USA and Singapore. G26144T was observed in

a sub-clade of viral strains from USA, Taiwan, Australia, Sweden,

Italy, and Singapore. 

Seven of the observed mutations resulted in non-synonymous

mutations in the translated viral protein, including two mutations

in nucleocapsid phosphoprotein (C28854T: Ser-Phe; G28878A: Ser-

sn), one mut ation in ORF1ab polyprotein (T18488C: Ile-Thr),

Surface glycoprotein (C21707T: His-Tyr), ORF3a protein (G26144T:

Gly-Val), ORF8 protein (T28144C: Leu-Ser), and ORF10 protein

(G29742A: Arg-His). Notably, all of the four sub-clades possessed

at least one non-synonymous mutation ( Fig. 1 a, Table 1 ). 

In conclusion, continuous evolution occurred in almost all

regions of the SARS-CoV-2 genome and potentially in a country-

specific manner. Further efforts on monitoring the genomic muta-

tions of SARS-CoV-2 from different countries are recommended. 
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Table 1 

Epidemiological and clinical characteristics and outcomes of the participants. 

Variables 1 All Critical/Severe disease Moderate/Mild disease 

Number 11 5 6 

Age, years 58 (42, 70) 65 (62, 70) 51.5 (38, 58) 

Male 7 (63.6%) 4 (80.0%) 3 (50.0%) 

Comorbidities 2 6 (54.5%) 4 (80.0%) 2 (33.3%) 

Travel to Wuhan 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 

Travel to other parts of China 2 (18.2%) 1 (20.0%) 1 (16.7%) 

Household contact with confirmed case 2 (18.2%) 0 (0%) 2 (33.3%) 

Duration of symptoms before admission, days 7 (5, 10) 9 (5, 10) 6.5 (5, 10) 

Symptoms at presentation 

Fever 8 (72.7%) 3 (60.0%) 5 (83.3%) 

Cough 8 (72.7%) 4 (80.0%) 4 (66.7%) 

Shortness of breath 3 (27.3%) 3 (60.0%) 0 (0%) 

Diarrhea 3 2 (18.2%) 2 (40.0%) 0 (0%) 

Complications 

Viral pneumonitis 10 (90.9%) 5 (100%) 5 (83.3%) 

Cardiac ischemia 1 (9.1%) 1 (20.0%) 0 (0%) 

Acute kidney injury 1 (9.1%) 1 (20.0%) 0 (0%) 

Liver dysfunction 3 (27.3%) 1 (20.0%) 2 (33.3%) 

Myositis 1 (9.1%) 0 (0%) 1 (16.7%) 

Bacterial sepsis 1 (9.1%) 1 (20.0%) 0 (0%) 

Supplemental oxygen 5 (45.5%) 5 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Mechanical ventilation 2 (18.2%) 2 (40.0%) 0 (0%) 

Intensive care admission 2 (18.2%) 2 (40.0%) 0 (0%) 

Antiviral therapy 

Lopinavir/ritonavir 11 (100%) 5 (100%) 6 (100%) 

Ribavirin 8 (72.7%) 3 (60.0%) 5 (83.3%) 

Beta-interferon 5 (45.5%) 2 (40.0%) 3 (50.0%) 

Corticosteroid therapy 4 1 (9.1%) 1 (20.0%) 0 (0%) 

Death 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 

1 Values are expressed in number (percentage) and median (interquartile range). 
2 Critical/severe disease: Patient A had hypertension, Patient C had coronary artery disease, Patient E had heart 

block, Patient I had diabetes; moderate/mild disease: Patient H had diabetes, Patient K had hypertension. 
3 Diarrhea developed in 6 other patients during hospitalization, possibly due to use of antiviral agents. 
4 Patient E received intravenous hydrocortisone 150 mg/day from Day 5 to 10 of illness. 
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nd stool ( N = 43) samples from all participants, and monitored

ARS-CoV-2 viral loads in these samples. 4 

One participant had mild, 5 moderate, 3 severe, and 2 critical

isease. All patients were discharged; no one died. Their clinical

nd epidemiological features are shown in Table 1 . Viral loads for

ach sample are shown in Supplementary Table 1. 

Nine participants, including 4 participants with mild-moderate

isease, had viral shedding lasting longer than 14 days in the res-

iratory tract. In four (36%) participants, return to PCR positivity in

he respiratory tract was observed after ≥1 negative test, without

orsening of symptoms. In patient A, PCR positivity occurred in

pper and lower respiratory tract samples after a 7-day “apparent

learance” where 3 upper and 3 lower respiratory samples were

egative ( Fig. 1 ). 

Viral loads in respiratory tract samples did not correlate with

isease severity. However, the timing of peak viral burden differed

etween participants with different severity. In all five participants

ith severe/critical and three with moderate disease, viral loads in

espiratory tract samples continued to rise and peaked in the sec-

nd week of illness (range 5.57–9.66 log copies/mL). In the remain-

ng three with mild/moderate disease, viral load peaked in the first

eek of illness (range 3.25–6.40 log copies/mL) ( Fig. 1 and Supple-

entary Fig.1 ). 

Viral burden peaked later, viral load was significantly higher,

nd duration of viral shedding appeared to be longer in lower than

n upper respiratory tract samples (Supplementary Table 2). Three

f the five participants with severe/critical disease had both upper

nd lower respiratory tract samples tested. At the time of respi-

atory failure requiring supplemental oxygen or mechanical ven-

ilation, two of these participants (patients B and E) had positive

T-PCR in lower respiratory tract samples while upper respiratory
ract samples had turned negative for ≥7 days ( Fig. 1 and Supple-

entary Fig. 1). 

All eleven participants had at least one stool sample tested pos-

tive for SARS-CoV-2. The timing of diarrhea did not correlate with

tool PCR positivity. Four participants had longer duration (by 1–

 days) of viral shedding in stool than in respiratory tract. Viral

oads in stool were lower than in either upper or lower respiratory

ract samples (Supplementary Table 2), but did not differ between

ild-moderate and severe-critical diseases. 

SARS-CoV-2 was not detected in any of the 43 urine samples. In

articular, all 8 urine samples from patient B were negative despite

he need for renal replacement therapy for acute kidney injury.

is-renal biopsy showed features of acute tubular injury; electron

icroscopy did not reveal viral particles in proximal tubules. 

One patient with moderate and one with critical disease had

ransient viremia, lasting 1 and 5 days, with peak viral loads 4.00

nd 3.65 log copies/mL, respectively. 

In this study of patients with COVID-19 across a wide spec-

rum of severity, we observed that viral shedding in the respiratory

ract lasting longer than 14 days was common. Viral load peaked

ater in the second week of illness in more severe disease. Extra-

ulmonary detection of RT-PCR positivity other than the gut was

ncommon. 

We observe two patterns of viral dynamics trajectory in the res-

iratory tract. In more severe disease, viral load appeared to peak

n the second week of illness in both upper and lower respira-

ory tract. A more heterogeneous pattern was seen in milder dis-

ase. Time to dyspnea and intensive care was around 8–10 days

fter illness onset. 5 Therefore, continued viral replication in the

espiratory tract, correlated with this timing of clinical deteriora-

ion, as observed in other studies. 6 , 7 This observation implied that
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Fig. 1. Viral loads in log copies/mL at each body site are shown for each patient at various time points from onset of illness. The clinical features, including duration of fever, 

supplemental oxygen, mechanical ventilation, and antiviral therapy, are shown at the bottom. 
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antiviral therapy, rather than immunomodulatory agents, might be

more effective as treatment for severe disease. 7 

Viral load was significantly higher and peaked later in lower

than upper respiratory tract samples. In severe/critical disease,

monitoring should be performed using lower respiratory tract sam-

ples. Firstly, viral shedding was more prolonged in lower than

upper respiratory tract samples, thus serves as better guidance

for the duration of infection prevention measures. 8 Secondly, vi-

ral loads in lower respiratory tract better reflected the temporal

course of clinical progression in severe disease than upper respira-

tory tract samples. 6 , 9 

All patients demonstrated stool RT-PCR positivity at some stage

of their disease, regardless of gastrointestinal symptoms. While

other series had positivity rates of around 50%, 6 , 9 , 10 repeated test-

ing in our study allowed detection of transient positivity lasting
–2 days. There is widespread presence of ACE2 as cellular recep-

ors and viral particles in epithelial cells along different parts of

he gastrointestinal tract. 10 While the clinical role of testing SARS-

oV-2 from stool as monitoring or discharge criteria remains un-

ertain, stool as an additional specimen to assist diagnosis, par-

icularly in asymptomatic contacts of confirmed patients, is worth

xploring. 

Our study was limited by the small sample size. Asymptomatic

atients were not studied, and the effect of antiviral therapy could

ot be determined. Viral dynamics at different sites should be fur-

her explored in larger populations of COVID-19 patients. 

In conclusion, viral shedding in respiratory tract lasting longer

han 14 days was common in all spectrum of COVID-19 sever-

ty. Clinical deterioration correlated temporally with viral replica-

ion in severe disease, especially in the lower respiratory tract,
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ighlighting the importance of effective antiviral therapy. Extrapul-

onary detection of SARS-CoV-2 PCR other than the gut was un-

ommon. 
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ho described the clinical progression with COVID-19 in Shanghai,
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oexisting chronic medical conditions and one patient had malig-
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hat the infection rate of COVID-19 was higher in cancer patients
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atients. 2–4 In this letter, we describe the demographics, clinical
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Table 1 

Baseline of clinical characteristics of cancer patients with COVID-19. 

No.(%) 

Total 

( N = 37) 

Mild 

( N = 17) 

Severe/critical 

( N = 20) P value 

Age, median (IQR), y 62 (59–70) 61 (58–64) 65.5 (61–73) NS 

Sex 

Female 17 (45.9) 7 (41.1) 10 (50.0) NS 

Male 20 (54.1) 10 (58.9) 10 (50.0) NS 

Symptoms 

Fever 28 (75.7) 11 (64.7) 17 (85.0) NS 

Cough 21 (56.8) 9 (52.9) 12 (60.0) NS 

Dyspnea 12 (32.4) 2 (11.8) 10 (50.0) 0.017 

Headache 3 (8.1) 2 (11.8) 1 (5.0) NS 

Myalgia 4 (10.8) 3 (17.6) 1 (5.0) NS 

Fatigue 4 (10.8) 2 (11.8) 2 (5.0) NS 

Diarrhea 4 (10.8) 1 (5.9) 3 (15.0) NS 

Sore throat 2 (5.4) 1 (5.9) 1 (5.0) NS 

Hematochezia 3 (8.1) 1 (5.9) 2 (10.0) NS 

Antitumor therapy 

(within one month) 

13 (35.1) 6 (35.3) 7 (35.0) NS 

Cancer type 

Colorectal cancer 11 (29.7) 4 (23.5) 7 (35.0) NS 

Lung cancer 8 (21.6) 4 (23.5) 4 (20.0) NS 

Breast cancer 7 (18.9) 2 (11.8) 5 (25.0) NS 

Gynecological cancer 5 (13.5) 4 (23.5) 1 (5.0) NS 

Other cancers 6 (16.2) 3 (17.7) 3 (15.0) NS 

Other combidities 12 (32.4) 4 (23.5) 8 (40.0) NS 

Death 5 (13.5) 0 5 (25.0) 

Abbreviations: y, year; IQR, interquartile range; NS, not significant. 
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(  
A total of 1380 COVID-19 patients admitted to Renmin Hospital

of Wuhan University from January 1, 2020 to March 30, 2020 were

screened, and 37 cancer patients with COVID-19 were enrolled. All

the enrolled patients were confirmed COVID-19 infected as posi-

tive in laboratory tests, including nucleic acid testing or antibody

test for SARS-CoV-2. Severe and critical patients are diagnosed ac-

cording to the New Coronavirus Pneumonia Prevention and Con-

trol Program (7th edition). 5 The study was approved by the Insti-

tutional Review Board of Renmin Hospital of Wuhan University. 

Demographic information and laboratory tests including com-

plete blood count test, liver and kidney function tests, coagulation

and immune function tests results were collected upon admission.

Continuous variables were shown as median (interquartile range)

and percentages were presented for categorical variables. Mann-

hitney U test was used to compare continuous variables. Fisher’s

exact test was used to compare categorical variables. P < 0.05 was

considered to be statistically significant. 
Table 2 

Laboratory results of cancer patients with COVID-19 on admission to hospital. 

Standard Range Median (IQR) 

Total ( N = 37) 

WBC count, ×10 9 /L 3.5–9.5 4.8 (3.5–7.0) 

N count, ×10 9 /L 1.8–6.3 3.5 (2.1–5.0) 

L count, ×10 9 /L 1.1–3.2 0.9 (0.7–1.3) 

NLR 3.6 (1.9–6.0) 

Hemoglobin, g/L 115–175 110 (103–126) 

Platelet count, ×10 9 /L 125–350 202 (145–260) 

D-dimer, mg/L ≤0.55 1.2 (0.6–2.4) 

Creatinine, μmol/L 57–111 53 (48–61) 

ALT, U/L 9–50 27 (17–47) 

AST, U/L 15–40 24 (20–41) 

LDH, U/L 120–250 250 (200–306) 

IL-6, pg/ml ≤20 7.7 (4.9–23.8) 

CD4 count, / μL 404–1612 303 (203–469) 

CD8 count, / μL 220–1129 222 (158–302) 

PCT, ng/mL < 0.1 0.06 (0.03–0.1) 

Abbreviations: IQR, Interquartile range; WBC, White blood cell; N, Neutrophil; L, Lympho

Aspartate aminotransferase; LDH, Lactate Dehydrogenase; IL-6, Interleukin-6; CD4, Cluster
In our study, the infection rate of COVID-19 among cancer pa-

ients in the single center was estimated to be 2.7% (37 of 1380

atients), which was 6 times higher than that in Wuhan until

ar 30, 2020 (0.45%, 50,006 of 11,081,000). The proportion of se-

ere/critical COVID-19 patients with cancer was 54.1%, which was

lso significantly higher than that of the general population. 6 As

hown in Table 1 , there were 20 male patients (54.1%), and the

edian age of the patients was 62 years old. According to the pre-

ious studies, cancer patients with COVID-19 were much older. 6 , 7 

he most common symptoms of onset were fever (75.7%) and

ough (56.8%), complicated with dyspnea (32.4%) or fatigue, diar-

hea and myalgia. 

In addition, cancer patients with COVID-19 were divided into

wo groups, as mild group, and severe/critical group, according

o the severity of COVID-19. Compared with the mild group, pa-

ients in the severe/critical group were more likely to have dysp-

ea (50%). Among the 37 patients, thirteen patients had a history

f anti-cancer therapy including surgery, radiotherapy, chemother-

py, targeted therapy, or immunotherapy within one month before

ospitalization; six patients in the mild group and seven patients

n the severe/critical group respectively. However, with/without the

ancer therapy history did not differ significantly between the two

roups, suggesting that anti-cancer therapy did not effect on the

everity of COVID-19 among these cancer patients. 

It is noteworthy that the most common cancer was colorectal

ancer (29.7%), followed by lung cancer (21.6%) and breast (18.9%).

mong the severe/critical patients, there were seven colorectal

ancer patients. Previous studies indicated that lung cancer pa-

ients were the most common to be infected, which needs more

ulticenter retrospective studies with a larger sample size to iden-

ify. 3–5 

Studies have shown that the prognosis of COVID-19 patients

ith underlying diseases was poor, while the prognosis of patients

ith two or more basic diseases would be even worse. 6 In our

tudy, a total of twelve COVID-19-infected cancer patients were

omplicated with underlying diseases, such as hypertension, dia-

etes, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease etc., accounting for

2.4%. In the severe/critical group, 8 cases complicated with un-

erlying diseases, which was two times higher than that in the

ild group, although there was no statistical difference between

he two groups. Moreover, five cancer patients died, with a mortal-

ty rate of 13.5%, all of which occurred in the severe/critical group.

In terms of the results of laboratory tests, we interestingly

ound that the numbers of neutrophil, NLR, IL-6, LDH and PCT

 Table 2 ) in the severe/critical group were significantly higher than
P value 

Mild ( N = 17) Severe/critical ( N = 20) 

4.0 (3.0–6.6) 5.4(4.0–8.0) NS 

2.3 (1.6–3.9) 3.9 (2.8–5.8) 0.022 

1.0 (0.8–1.4) 0.8 (0.6–1.3) NS 

2.6 (1.8–3.5) 5.5 (3.6–6.5) 0.002 

110 (105–127) 111 (99–124) NS 

190 (162–260) 219 (140–260) NS 

1.3 (0.5–1.8) 1.1 (0.6–3.4) NS 

50 (44–58) 57 (48–72) NS 

26 (19–30) 34 (15–60) NS 

23 (21–27) 32 (18–53) NS 

215 (176–253) 282 (236–320) 0.045 

4.5 (3.0–7.5) 14.3 (7.5–53.2) < 0.001 

373 (279–588) 252 (168–388) NS 

261 (20 0–30 0) 210 (117–471) NS 

0.04 (0.02–0.04) 0.1 (0.1–0.5) < 0.001 

cyte; NLR, Ratio of neutrophil to lymphocyte; ALT, Alanine aminotransferase; AST, 

 of differentiation 4; CD8, Cluster of differentiation 8; PCT, Procalcitonin. 
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hose in the mild group. Studies have shown that increased neu-

rophils and decreased lymphocytes will increase the risk of severe

llness in COVID-19 patients. 6 At the same time, the increase of

LR was also an independent prognostic factor in T1-2 rectal can-

er patients. 7 In addition, LDH and PCT were significantly higher in

he severe/critical group than that in the mild group. These two in-

exes were also increased in the general population of patients re-

uired ICU admission. 6 Moreover, IL-6 was known to participate in

he storm of inflammatory factors caused by COVID-19. The storm

ould be the main cause of death in infected patients. 8 Therefore,

e should pay more attention to the above laboratory indicators

n order to identify early and reduce the severe ratio and mortality

f cancer patients with COVID-19. 

In conclusion, our report originally described and analyzed clin-

cal characteristics and prognosis in cancer patients with COVID-19.

ancer patients had a high infection rate of SARS-CoV-2 and were

asy to become severe or critical cases, which should be monitored

losely during the COVID-19 epidemic. More multicenter retrospec-

ive studies are needed to investigate the comprehensive demo-

raphics and risk factors for cancer patients with COVID-19. 
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ear Editors, 

Previous reports revealed that the emergence of the novel coro-

avirus (SARS-CoV-2) infection (COVID-19) had raised global con-

ern. 1 Several studies discussing the clinical pictures of COVID-

9 and specific antibody responding to SARS-CoV-2 have been

ublished. 2–4 However, the time sequences of clinical manifesta-

ions, virus shedding kinetics, contagiousness, and specific anti-

ody reaction, which are essential for understanding pathophysiol-

gy and infection control strategy, have less been discussed. Here

e present a COVID-19 patient with prolonged viral shedding and

etailed time sequence of these parameters mentioned above. 

A 50-year-old woman, who suffered from acute-onset fever

p to 38.6 °C four hours ago, visited the emergency department

f a medical center in Taipei City, Taiwan. She denied of cough

r other subjective discomforts, and disclosed that she lived in

uhan, China and just traveled to Taiwan two days prior to hospi-

al visit. Given the patient’s travel history, she was transferred to a

egative-pressure isolation room for suspecting COVID-19. 

Chest radiography was normal. Hemogram revealed only

ild thrombocytopenia (143 K/ μL), while other blood tests were

ithin normal limits. Sputum and throat swab specimens yielded

ositive results for SARS-CoV-2 by real-time reverse transcription-

olymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). Fever subsided rapidly after

dmission. However, elevated temperature up to 38.2 °C was noted

our days later. She did not have obvious respiratory symptoms

nd remained good spirit. All blood tests, except mildly elevated

-reactive protein (CRP) (1.47 mg/dL) and mild thrombocytopenia,

ere normal. A once-daily low-grade fever persisted until ninth

ay after symptom onset. The CRP level reached to the peak on

he tenth day after symptom onset and then normalized gradually.

Clinical specimens for SARS-CoV-2 testing were obtained in ac-

ordance with guidelines from the Centers for Disease Control and

revention. 5 During hospitalization, sputum and throat swab spec-

mens were collected for SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR and virus culture ev-

ry other day. Throat wash by gargling using 10 mL normal saline

ere collected when sputum specimens were not available. 6 Stool

as collected for RT-PCR on the third, 14th and 20th day after

ymptom onset, and plasma was also sent within the first four

ays of hospitalization. Serum was sent for SARS-CoV-2 antibody

etection every or every other day within the first 21 days of hos-

italization. 

Plasmid DNA containing the SARS-CoV-2 target sequences, in-

luding the envelope (E), nucleocapsid (N), and RNA-dependent

NA polymerase (RdRp) genes, was used to construct the standard

urve to estimate the SARS-CoV-2 viral load by real-time RT-PCR.
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rolonged virus shedding even after seroconversion in a 

atient with COVID-19 
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Fig. 1. Profile of viral load and antibody response to SARS-CoV-2 in the case patient. (A)(B)(C) Sequential changes of SARS-CoV-2 viral load in the throat swab, sputum, 

and throat wash by gargling. The SARS-CoV-2 viral load was determined using the protocol provided by the WHO ( https://virologie-ccm.charite.de/en ). Plasmids containing 

partial E, N, and RdRp fragments were used respectively as the standards to calculate the amount of SARS-CoV-2 viral load in the specimens. (D) Antibody responses of the 

present case. Antibody responses of the present case to viral proteins extracted from SARS-CoV-2 infected Vero-E6 cells were determined by the western blot. 
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In addition, SARS-CoV-2 isolation was performed via Vero E6 and

LLC-MK2 cell cultures. The full-length viral sequence was deter-

mined using SARS-CoV-2 amplified from the sputum specimen col-

lected on the ninth day after symptom onset, and was submitted

to the GISAID (accession number is EPI_ISL_408,489). Antibody re-

sponse to SARS-CoV-2 viral N proteins was determined by western

blotting using infected cell lysates. 

The sequential changes of SARS-CoV-2 viral load in throat swab,

sputum, and gargling water are presented in Figure. A drop of

three logs of viral loads was observed among all specimens within

one week after admission. However, SARS-CoV-2 persisted to be

detectable till 63th day after symptom onset. Among respiratory

specimens from different sites, specimen from sputum showed su-

perior sensitivity to samples from throat swab and gargling wash.

Initially, specimen from gargling wash showed considerable results

compared with specimens from sputum or throat swab. Never-

theless, RT-PCR examinations from sputum still outweighed sam-

ples from gargling and throat swab after fever subsided. Among

three target genes of the RT-PCR examinations, E gene of SARS-

CoV-2 showed superior sensitivity to N and RdRp gene after clin-

ical symptoms resolved. The stool specimen collected on the third

day after symptom onset yielded positive results, but turned nega-

tive in the following specimens. The presence of SARS-CoV-2 could

not be detected in the plasma samples while the SARS-CoV-2 titers

in the respiratory specimen remained high. 

SARS-CoV-2 could be isolated from cell cultures in throat swab

collected upon admission, and all sputum specimens collected

within 18 days after symptoms onset. RT-PCR continued to detect

virus till the 63th day after symptom onset regardless virus could

only be isolated from respiratory specimens collected within the

first 18 days. Antibody to SARS-CoV-2 was firstly identified on the

tenth day after symptom onset. In the meanwhile, no more fever

above 37.5 °C was noted, and CRP began to decline. Recovery of
latelet count took place two days earlier than the emergence of

ARS-CoV-2 antibody. 

This case demonstrated that the virus shedding might continue

ven after clinical resolution and seroconversion. In addition, al-

hough SARS-CoV-2 virus could not be isolated after the 18th day

f symptom onset, the positive RT-PCR results continued for more

han 60 days. Because of the long interval between these two time

oints, it might be reasonable to infer that a small amount of vi-

ble virus, yet could not be detected by virus culture, remained

resent after the 18th day of disease course and last for more days.

his implies the contagious period of COVID-19 might last more

han one week after “clinical recovery”. Many of COVID-19 patients

n Taiwan also had similar findings (unpublished data). Such pro-

onged virus shedding was also observed among asymptomatic pe-

iatric patients in fecal specimen. 7 However, this needs more stud-

es to clarify since it would be a major issue in realizing and con-

rolling the COVID-19 epidemics. 

Serial RT-PCR results in our case highlighted the importance of

he clinical specimens sampled from lower respiratory tract for de-

ecting SARS-CoV-2 virus, 8 which is different from the report from

ou L, et al. 9 Additionally, our case demonstrated that throat wash

y gargling could be an alternative method for COVID-19 diagnosis,

ince specimen from lower respiratory tract was barely available at

he early stage of infection. Nevertheless, when the patient became

febrile, sputum still outweighed specimens from throat swab or

argling wash. 

Our case highlighted the prolonged virus shedding course of

OVID-19 even after the clinical symptoms resolved and serocon-

ersion developed. It implies the possibility of a prolonged conta-

ious period and should be investigated further to better control

he epidemics. Our study also demonstrated viral detection from

hroat gargling sample could be an alternative diagnostic method

or patients without sputum. Fig. 1 

https://virologie-ccm.charite.de/en
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ear Editor , 

We read with interest the recent article by Chen et al., which

ound lower CD4 + T cells count was associated with ICU admission

n patients with the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). 1 Among
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ymphocyte subset (CD4 + , CD8 + ) counts reflect the 

everity of infection and predict the clinical outcomes in 

atients with COVID-19 
he clinical and laboratory features of COVID-19, a number of ab-

ormalities have been observed and described, the most promi-

ent of which is total lymphopenia. Through routine blood anal-

sis, a significant reduction in lymphocytes is frequently observed;

owever, there still lacks thoroughly research about the lympho-

yte subset counts. Here, we aimed to investigate the changes

f lymphocyte subset counts in COVID-19 patients and deter-

ine if these changes are associated with disease severity and

rognosis. 

This retrospective, single-center study was approved by the in-

titutional ethics board of Zhongnan Hospital of Wuhan Univer-

ity, Wuhan, China (No. 2,020,015). A total of 39 RT-PCR-confirmed

OVID-19 patients (admission date from January 18 to February 10,

020) were enrolled, whose lymphocyte subset counts were tested

n admission. The follow-up period lasted till Feb 19, 2020. 

We obtained demographic and clinical characteristics and lab-

ratory test results from the electronic medical record system.

ll data were typed in a pre-designed data collection form and

hecked to verify data accuracy. Continuous and categorical vari-

bles were directly expressed as the median (interquartile range

IQR)) and number (%), respectively. The Mann-Whitney U test was

sed to compare the lymphocyte subset absolute counts of dif-

erent conditions and outcomes. All statistical analyses were per-

ormed using SPSS, version 22.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY). 

The demographic and clinical characteristics of the patients en-

olled are listed in Table 1 . The median age of the patients was 53

ears (IQR, 41–61), and they included 20 women and 19 men. The

edian of the time from onset to admission was 5 days (IQR, 3–7).

n admission, leucocyte counts below the normal range appeared

n 13 (34.2%) patients, and most patients had leucocyte counts

ithin the normal range. Lymphocyte counts were below the nor-

al range in 29 (76.3%) patients, and no patients showed an in-

rease. The median of lymphocyte count was 0.73 × 10 9 /L (IQR,

.56–1.07). Lymphocyte subset counts of all subsets decreased in

ore than half of the patients on admission. T cells decreased in

4 (61.5%) patients, CD4 + T cells decreased in 22 (56.4%) patients,

D8 + T cells decreased in 28 (71.8%) patients, B cells decreased

n 27 (69.2%) patients, and NK cells decreased in 30 (76.9%) pa-

ients. No patient had subsets increased. Among patients enrolled,

he median time of onset to RT-PCR turning negative was 14 (IQR,

0–20) days. 

Among the 39 patients, 15 (38.5%) had comorbidities, and 17

43.6%) spent time from onset to admission over 5 days. Accord-

ng to the Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Treatment of COVID-

9 (Trial Version 6), 2 21 (53.8%) patients were classified as hav-

ng mild and moderate infection, 18 (46.2%) had severe and criti-

al infection. Half of the patients (20 [51.3%]) had a negative RT-

CR result within 14 days after onset. Until the end of follow-up,

6 (43.2%) patients were given an outcome of continual cure or

eath. T cells, CD4 + T cells, and CD8 + T cells were all statistically

igher in patients who had a mild infection, timely hospitaliza-

ion, and fast recovery (all p < 0.05). Patients whose RT-PCR turn-

ng negative result within 14 days after onset showed higher levels

f both T and B cells ( p < 0.05). The existence of comorbidities sta-

istically affected the amount of CD8 + T cells ( p < 0.05). There was

o difference in lymphocyte subset levels between patients with

ifferent changes upon imaging after admission (all p > 0.05). All

nalyses indicated that changes in NK cell counts and the ratio of

D4 + T cells to CD8 + T cells (CD4 + / CD8 + ) were not different be-

ween different conditions and outcomes. These finding are shown

n Table 2 . 

Counts of lymphocyte and lymphocyte subset are of great value

o ensure immune system functionality. Viral infections, immun-

deficiency diseases, and other infectious diseases usually lead to

bnormal changes in the levels of lymphocyte subsets. 3 –5 In this

tudy, we focused on the abnormal counts of lymphocyte and
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Table 1 

Demographic and clinical characteristics of 39 patients with COVID-19. 

Characteristics (normal range) Median (IQR) / N (%) Increased, N (%) Decreased, N (%) 

Age, year 53 (41–61) – –

Sex 

Female 20 (51.3) – –

Male 19 (48.7) – –

Onset to admission, d 5 (3–7) – –

Leucocytes (3.5–9.5 × 10 9 /L) 4.11 (3.33–5.16) 13 (34.2) 3 (7.9) 

Lymphocytes (1.1–3.2 × 10 9 /L) 0.73 (0.56–1.07) 0 29 (76.3) 

T cells (805–4459 × 10 6 /L) 561.0 (300.0–1056.0) 0 24 (61.5) 

CD4 + T cells (345–2350 × 10 6 /L) 308.0 (176.0–665.0) 0 22 (56.4) 

CD8 + T cells (345–2350 × 10 6 /L) 16 8.0 (117.0–36 8.0) 0 28 (71.8) 

CD4 + /CD8 + (0.96–2.05) 1.640 (1.140–2.380) 14 (35.9) 7 (17.9) 

B cells (240–1317 × 10 6 /L) 146.0 (56.0–272.0) 0 27 (69.2) 

NK cells (210–1514 × 10 6 /L) 136.0 (57.0–207.0) 0 30 (76.9) 

Onset to RT-PCR turning negative, d 14 (10–20) – –

Table 2 

Lymphocyte subset counts of 39 patients with COVID-19 in different conditions and outcomes. 

T cells, × 10 6 /L CD4 + T cells, × 10 6 /L CD8 + T cells, × 10 6 /L CD4 + / CD8 + B cells, × 10 6 /L NK cells, × 10 6 /L 

Comorbidities 

No ( n = 24, 61.5%) 770.5 (362.0–1151.3) 476.0 (182.3–697.8) 261.0 (139.0–554.5) 1.400 (0.975–2.383) 196.5 (87.3–286.5) 147.0 (60.8–227.3) 

Yes ( n = 15, 38.5%) 375.0 (203.0–914.0) 252.0 (126.0–424.0) 142.0 (76.0–337.0) 1.870 (1.430–2.380) 91.0 (44.0–185.0) 136.0 (33.0–164.0) 

P value 0.069 0.133 0.046 ∗ 0.225 0.081 0.419 

Onset to admission (d) 

≤5 ( n = 22, 56.4%) 896.0 (484.5–1216.5) 530.0 (278.0–712.8) 312.5 (158.5–619.0) 1.645(1.065–2.275) 167.0 (53.5–285.3) 156.5 (45.0–254.5) 

> 5 ( n = 17, 43.6%) 362.0 (258.5–605.0) 221.0 (128.0–305.5) 137.0 (88.5–205.5) 1.480 (1.160–2.490) 119.0 (69.5–232.5) 136.0 (63.0–152.0) 

P value 0.008 ∗ 0.017 ∗ 0.016 ∗ 0.843 0.453 0.295 

Imaging changes 

Improvement ( n = 8, 

25.8%) 

569.5 (223.0–1020.5) 295.0 (138.5–608.5) 229.5 (81.0–354.3) 1.800 (0.960–2.180) 203.5 (59.0–286.5) 123.5 (42.0–157.8) 

Progression ( n = 23, 

74.2%) 

501.0 (266.0–878.0) 290.0 (148.0–630.0) 164.0 (81.0–288.0) 1.780 (1.260–2.530) 110.0 (55.0–246.0) 107.0 (31.0–192.0) 

P value 0.857 1.0 0 0 0.786 0.470 0.470 1.0 0 0 

Severity degree 

Mild or moderate 

( n = 21, 53.8%) 

914.0 (468.0–1214.0) 591.0 (266.0–718.5) 288.0 (165.0–414.5) 1.780 (1.305–2.330) 174.0 (69.5–306.5) 149.0 (58.5–240.5) 

Severe and critical 

( n = 18, 46.2%) 

343.5(237.0–730.3) 217.5 (112.8–324.5) 122.5(76.0–256.8) 1.345 (0.930–2.413) 105.0 (55.8–235.5) 123.5(44.5–177.8) 

P value 0.004 ∗ 0.006 ∗ 0.011 ∗ 0.447 0.360 0.352 

Oxygen therapy 

No ( n = 23, 59.0%) 896.0 (484.5–1114.0) 530.0 (278.0–679.3) 312.5 (165.5–414.3) 1.715 (1.065–2.275) 207.0 (79.8–298.8) 142.5 (58.8–217.5) 

Yes ( n = 16, 41.0%) 325.0 (223.0–605.0) 201.0 (109.5–305.5) 122.0 (74.0–191.5) 1.440 (1.200–2.445) 91.0 (55.5–190.5) 136.0 (40.0–183.0) 

P value 0.004 ∗ 0.013 ∗ 0.006 ∗ 0.955 0.145 0.571 

Onset to RT-P CR 

turning negative (d) 

≤14 ( n = 20, 51.3%) 896.0 (361.3–1156.0) 530.0 (248.3–715.0) 337.5(151.0–414.8) 1.800 (1.285–2.583) 230.5(94.3–363.0) 130.5(39.0–210.8) 

> 14 ( n = 19, 48.7%) 426.0 (195.0–719.0) 242.0 (103.0–320.0) 142.0 (96.0–273.0) 1.440 (1.080–2.060) 90.0 (49.0–174.0) 136.0 (59.0–192.0) 

P value 0.019 ∗ 0.011 ∗ 0.046 ∗ 0.164 0.032 ∗ 1.0 0 0 

Clinical outcome 

Hospital discharge 

( n = 21, 56.8%) 

878.0 (362.0–1256.0) 518.0 (208.0–700.0) 338.0 (154.0–511.5) 1.460 (0.980–2.335) 185.0 (72.0–282.0) 139.0 (45.5–243.5) 

Continual cure or death 

( n = 16, 43.2%) 

375.5 (215.0–664.5) 260.0 (129.5–317.0) 130.0 (70.0–182.0) 1.825 (1.200–2.425) 90.5 (50.5–204.3) 101.0 (51.0–160.3) 

P value 0.014 ∗ 0.046 ∗ 0.005 ∗ 0.399 0.098 0.350 

Note :. 
∗ represent the P value < 0.05. 
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lymphocyte subset. This result is quite different from that associ-

ated with pneumonia caused by common respiratory viruses, such

as respiratory syncytial virus, which is typically associated with a

normal or elevated lymphocyte count. 6 

Here, we found that the CD4 + T cell and CD8 + T cell counts

were closely related to disease severity and clinical outcome when

we compared the counts of lymphocyte subsets in different patient

groups. The more serious the disease and the worse the prognosis,

the lower were the T cell, CD4 + T cell, and CD8 + T cell counts

on admission. Based on these findings, we believe that the CD4 +
and CD8 + T cell counts in patients with COVID-9 could reflect dis-
ase severity and predict disease prognosis and are therefore good

iomarkers of COVID-19 activity. 

In conclusion, lymphocyte subset (CD4 + and CD8 + T cell)

ounts reflected the disease severity and associated with clinical

utcomes, which can be considered as good biomarkers of COVID-

9. Early hospitalization influenced the level of CD4 + and CD8 + T

ells so patients required a quick hospitalization. If patients have

elatively low counts of CD4 + and CD8 + T cell on admission, they

ay be in a relatively severe infection with the SARS-CoV-2 virus

nd come to a worse prognosis. These patients should gain more

ttention to the change of their illness severity. 
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F
ear Editor, 

We read with interest the recent paper in this Journal by He et

l. who reviewed the current evidence on COVID-19 and concluded

hat faecal shedding of SARS-CoV-2 should not be ignored as one

f the possible transmission routes of the virus. 1 We would like to

hare findings from our paediatric patients who were positive for

ucleic acid testing for SARS-CoV-2 in stools up to 8–20 days after

learance of viral RNA in respiratory specimens. 

With the World Health Organization declaring a pandemic, the

utbreak of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) poses a global

hreat with the highest risk impact. 2 The aetiological agent is

 newly identified pathogen which was later renamed as severe

cute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). There has

een accumulating evidence suggests that the virus plagues peo-

le ubiquitously, although paediatric patients seem to present with

istinct characteristics from infected adults. 3 –6 

Between January 17, 2020 and February 23, 2020, a total of

 children with laboratory confirmed COVID-19 was reported in

ingdao, Shandong Province, China. Baseline characteristics and

linical, laboratory, and radiological data were collected. Dynamic

rofiles of real-time reverse transcription polymerase chain reac-

ion (RT-PCR) results in throat swabs and faecal specimens were

losely monitored till March 10, 2020, the final date of follow-up. 

All the three paediatric patients were diagnosed with mild

neumonia and fever was the most consistent and predominant

ymptom at any time during the illness. Only one child had gas-

rointestinal symptoms. All children were in stable condition dur-

ng the course of hospitalisation and none of them required respi-

atory support or intensive care. Their laboratory and radiological

eatures were not typical for COVID-19. The three infected children

howed good response to supportive and anti-viral treatment with

 relatively short time to resolution. 

Surprisingly, we found SARS-CoV-2 remained detectable in fae-

es of paediatric patients for approximately 4 weeks, whereas neg-

tive conversion of viral RNA in respiratory specimens occurred

ithin 2 weeks after disease onset. Two children showed nega-

ive results for faecal detection of SARS-CoV-2 20 days after clear-

nce of viral RNA in the respiratory tract, while another child per-

istently tested positive on faecal samples even 8 days after res-

iratory samples turning negative. Chronological changes in RT-

CR results of respiratory and faecal specimens are shown in

ig. 1 . 
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ynamics of faecal SARS-CoV-2 in infected children during 

he convalescent phase 
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Fig. 1. Timeline for Detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA in Respiratory and Faecal Specimens. 

Days since negative conversion of viral RNA in throat swabs are shown in numbers with grey boxes. Boxes with red plus sign denote the days when faecal specimens were 

positive for reverse transcription PCR testing. Boxes with minus sign represent6 the days when viral RNA was not detectable in faecal samples. NA means faecal specimen 

was not collected from the patients on that day and laboratory result was not available. 
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In general, children appear to be less severely affected by

SARS-CoV-2 in contrast with adult patients. 3 –6 The mechanism

underlying this youthful resilience to COVID-19 is yet to be sys-

tematically determined. Notably, asymptomatic infection is not un-

common amongst children. A recent study on the prevalence of

COVID-19 in children demonstrated that 39 of 171 (27.7%) labora-

tory confirmed cases did not have any symptoms of infection. 3 An

asymptomatic child had SARS-CoV-2 RNA detectable in faeces at

least 9 days after viral clearance in the respiratory tract. 7 It might

be possible that asymptomatic children infected with SARS-CoV-

2 go undetected and represent as important contributors to virus

transmission in the community, causing the pandemic to propa-

gate. Aggressive efforts should be made to prevent spreading of the

infection in schoolyard environments. 

Faecal shedding of viral RNA has been constantly reported in

patients infected with SARS-CoV-2. 7 –10 One study reported over

half of the 17 patients had faecal samples positive for SARS-CoV-

2 detection, although virus copies in stools were less than those in

respiratory specimens. 8 However, the researchers did not mention

age distribution of these patients, neither did they investigate the

duration of faecal samples positive for nucleic acid testing. Another

study on paediatric cases indicated that viral loads in the gastroin-

testinal tract might be greater than that in the respiratory system.

Eight out of ten paediatric patients were positive for nucleic acid

testing in rectal swabs after respiratory specimens showing neg-

ative. 9 Hence, SARS-CoV-2 may exist in the digestive system for

a longer duration and convalescent patients with prolonged faecal

shedding of SARS-CoV-2 may be an infectious source if fitness for

discharge is based on respiratory testing. 

In the face of a novel disease, scientists and clinicians still have

much to learn about the potential routes of virus transmission. Ev-

idence so far raises the possibility of faecal-oral transmission, re-

inforcing the need for nucleic acid testing of stool samples from

COVID-19 patients during the convalescent phase. Close surveil-

lance of convalescent patients would be crucial to curb the COVID-

19 pandemic, and maybe outbreaks yet to come. 
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Fig. 1. The lesion distribution on different sites was calculated based on all lung 

lesions. The result showed the proportion in the upper part of the lung and the 

middle and lower parts of the lung. 

Table 1 

CT imaging score system to quantify the severity of COVID-19 patients. 

No. Performance Score 

(1) Unbilateral patchy shadow or ground glass opacity 5 

(2) Bilateral patchy shadow or ground glass opacity 7 

(3) Diffuse changes for (1) or (2) 2 

(4) Unbilateral solid shadow, striped shadow 2 

(5) Bilateral solid shadow, striped shadow 4 

(6) Unbilateral pleural effusion 2 

(7) Bilateral pleural effusion 4 

(8) Increased or enlarged mediastinal lymph nodes 1 
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COVID-19). In consideration of this pandemic, declared by WHO

n 9 March 2020, threatening the public health worldwide, these

esults provided detailed imaging information of COVID-19 and fa-

ored the effective diagnosis. 

Xu et al. reported 50 patients with confirmed COVID-19 and

ound that the CT imaging on admission mainly presented patchy

round glass opacities in the peripheral areas under the pleura and

nfiltration of bilateral lower lobes. 1 Besides, severe and critically

ll patients were significantly older than either mild or common

atients, and had significantly more infected lobes. It was consis-

ent with the previous study that severe and critically ill cases

ere older, 3 , 4 and also suggested that older patients could have

ore abnormality in CT imaging. Yang et al. reported the CT imag-

ng of 149 confirmed patients with mild infection from the per-

pective of pulmonary segments. 2 The main pattern of CT abnor-

ality was multifocal peripheral ground glass or mixed opacity

ith predominance in the lower lung, among which lung segments

 and 10 were mostly involved. 

A series of studies on COVID-19 CT imaging, with difference

n sampling scale, study design and description perspective, were

lso reported. Earlier, two articles from Wang et al. and Guo et

l. reporting all-round clinical characteristics of COVID-19 patients

istributed short context on the CT presentation. 3 , 4 Among them,

ang et al. enrolled 138 patients infected during hospitalization

ncluding 36 critically ill cases and 102 non-critically ill cases. Bi-

ateral distribution of patchy shadows and ground glass opacity, as

he hallmark of CT scan, were seen in all patients. 4 The study of

uo et al. involved a nationwide sampling of 1099 COVID-19 pa-

ients. 167 severe cases and 808 non-severe cases received CT scan

nd the main abnormality was also ground-glass opacity and bilat-

ral patchy shadowing. 3 No further in-depth description was de-

icted. However, Chung et al., specialized in imaging, reported 21

ases and pointed that 57% patients were manifested with ground

lass opacities and 33% presented peripheral distribution. But no

ifference was seen regarding the lesion distribution on lobes,

erhaps due to the limited number of patients. Lung cavitation,

iscrete pulmonary nodules, pleural effusions and lymphadenopa-

hy were absent. 5 Song et al. enrolled 51 patients and pinpointed

n different forms of lung lesion that pure ground grass opac-

ty (pGGO) in 77% patients, GGO with reticular and/or interlobular

eptal thickening in 75% patients, GGO with consolidation in 59%

atients and pure consolidation in 55% patients. Furthermore, there

ere 90% patients with lesions distributed in the lower lobes, 86%

atients with lesions distributed in the lung periphery and 80% pa-

ients with lesions distributed in the posterior part of the lung. 6 

hi et al. focused on temporal changes throughout the disease

ourse and stratified 81 patients on the interval from symptom on-

et to first CT scan. They indicated the rapid evolution within 1–3

eeks from focal unilateral to diffuse bilateral ground-glass opaci-

ies that progressed to or co-existed with consolidations. 7 

These findings concurred with our retrospective study. We

nrolled 165 patients with COVID-19 pneumonia (confirmed by

T-PCR) from January 2 to February 5, 2020 in 5 different hos-

itals. All these 5 hospitals were designated hospitals for treat-

ng COVID-19, including one outside Wuhan city and one outside

ubei province. All patients received chest CT scan on admission.

or all lung lesion, we found that 95.4% was located in the mid-

le and lower parts of lung while only 4.6% in the upper part

 Fig. 1 ). We then introduced a CT imaging score system to quan-

ify the pathological changes of COVID-19 patients ( Table 1 ). To re-

eal the relationship between age and CT imaging abnormality, we

lassified these patients into 3 groups and compared the young

roup (with age ≤40 years) with the old (with age ≥60 years). Of

ote, the patients in the old group had significantly more severe

T imaging ( Fig. 2 A). The representative CT imaging of the young
nd the old on admission were listed in Fig. 2 B. Radiographic im-

rovement was obviously seen after effective therapy. 

The number of COVID-19 patients is still surging in multiple ar-

as around the world. By 22 March 2020, a total of 222,707 cases

ere diagnosed outside China. Given the relative scarcity and false

egative result of nucleic acid testing, the data may be far from

he true reality. Currently the detection of SARS-CoV-2 nucleic acid

erves as the basis for diagnosis. It was reported that the sensitiv-

ty of RT-PCR was lower than that of CT because it can be influ-

nced by the accuracy of test kit, the viral load, and the quality

f specimen sampling. 8 COVID-19 features attacking on the respi-

atory system, where CT imaging enjoys its accuracy and conve-

ience in real-timely reflecting the lung condition. Shi et al. also

onfirmed the CT manifestations in asymptomatic patients pre-

eded the symptom onset. Thus, CT could greatly compensate RT-

CR in diagnosis, especially for patients with false-negative RT-PCR

esults. 

In conclusion, a cluster of studies suggest the primary pattern

n CT imaging of COVID-19 pnuemonia is GGO of different sub-

ypes, with the distribution prominence in lower, posterior and

eripheral lung, which can quickly change during hospitalization.

ld patients have severe presentation of CT imaging. Therefore, CT

can as an important tool deserves attention in disease diagno-

is, which will facilitate the patients sorting on severity and the

arly intervention of quarantine or treatment, dependent on the

linical manifestation. Given the improved efficiency of CT imaging

valuation with artificial intelligence and big data, it is imperative

o collect CT imaging as comprehensive as possible enabling the

n-depth learning. Evaluation of CT imaging through telemedicine

ould probably relief the imbalance of medical resources to some

xtent. Despite the available information, more extended detailed

tudies on CT imaging is still needed. 
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Fig. 2. A. The scores of the young ( ≤40 years) and the old ( ≥60 years) were evaluated by analyzing the images of the chest CT scan. B. The representative CT images of the 

young and the old patients. These CT images were taken before or after therapy, respectively. 
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ear Editor , 

Corona Virus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) has caused a global pan-

emic in over 100 countries. Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome

orona Virus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) was identified as the pathogen of

OVID-19. Both SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV belong to the subgenus

arbecvirus of Coronaviridae . One major structural protein Spike (S)

as attracted great attention because of its function in recognizing

eceptor, angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2). ACE2 binds to

he receptor-binding motif (RBM) in the receptor-binding domain

RBD) of SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV. Although ACE2 is distributed

n many organs, lung is the major target of both SARS-CoV-2 and

ARS-CoV. SARS-CoV-2 tends to infect fewer organs than SARS-

oV. For instance, COVID-19 patients showed less diarrhea than

ARS patients. 1 The underlying mechanism remains inconclusive. 

Integrins are heterodimeric proteins comprising α and β sub-

nits in cell surface. Many integrins recognize Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD)

nd Lys-Gly-Asp (KGD) motifs which are displayed on the ex-

osed loops of proteins. RGD could associate broader types of in-

egrins such as αV β1, αV β3, αV β5, αV β6, αV β8, αⅡ b β3, αM β2,

L β2 and α3 β1, while KGD-recognizing integrins are restricted to

Ⅱ b β3, αV β5, αV β6 and αV β8. 2 A recent study proposed a provi-

al role for integrins in SARS-CoV-2 entry. 3 In current study, we

ound RGD/KGD motif presents not only in S protein but also in its

eceptor ACE2. We suggested inhibitory roles for integrins in the

ntry of both SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV. 

RGD and KGD are two classical integrin-binding motifs.

irst, we performed sequence analysis of S proteins from

ARS-CoV-2 (YP_009724390.1) and SARS-CoV (NP_828851.1). An 

GD motif (403–405) was identified in SARS-CoV-2 S protein

 Fig. 1 A). In SARS-CoV S protein, there is a KGD motif (390-392)

 Fig. 1 A). By searching NCBI databases and literatures, we iden-

ified similar RGD/KGD motifs in several coronaviruses including

angolin/MP789/2019, 4 Pangolin/GX/P5L/2017, 4 Bat_CoV_Rc-CoV- 
 potential inhibitory role for integrin in the receptor 

argeting of SARS-CoV-2 
ig. 1. Identification of integrin-binding motifs in S proteins from SARS-CoV-2/ SARS-CoV an

angolin coronaviruses, and some bat coronaviruses. RGD/KGD motif is in red box. (B) R

rotein (PDB: 6VSB). Right: monomer of SARS-CoV-2 S protein. RGD motif is colored red

rotein (PDB: 5XLR). Right: monomer of SARS-CoV S protein. KGD motif is colored red. 

nd SARS-CoV-2 RBD (PDB: 6LZG). Red: RGD motif. Grey: ACE2, Green: SARS-CoV-2 RBD

nd SARS-CoV RBD (PDB: 2AJF). Red: KGD motif. Grey: ACE2, Green: SARS-CoV RBD. (F

xposed loop of ACE2. Left: dimer of full-length human ACE2 in complex with B 0 AT1. R

losed conformation (PDB: 6M18). KGD motif is colored red. 
 (BBJ35999.1), Bat_SARSr-CoV_WIV1 (AGZ48828.1), Bat_SARSr- 

oV_WIV16 (ALK02457.1), Bat_SARSr-CoV_RsSHC014 (AGZ48806.1), 

at_SARSr-CoV_Rs3367 (AGZ48818.1). These results suggested that 

GD/KGD integrin-binding motif is conserved in several coron-

viruses including SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV. 

In order to associate with integrin, RGD/KGD motif should be

xposed to the surface of the protein. To investigate whether

GD/KGD motif in S proteins from SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV is

n the surface, we analyzed the structures of SARS-CoV-2 S trimer

PDB: 6VSB) 5 and SARS-CoV S trimer (PDB: 5XLR) 6 by Chimera

oftware Ver 1.14. RGD located at the top of protrusions in SARS-

oV-2 S, and KGD is displayed on exposed loop in SARS-CoV S

 Fig. 1 B and 1 C). These results suggested that S proteins are ac-

essible to integrins. 

RGD/KGD motif in S protein is close to RBM of S protein. Next,

e checked the structure of ACE2 with SARS-CoV-2 S RBD (PDB:

LZG) and ACE2 with SARS-CoV S RBD (PDB: 2AJF) 7 by Chimera

oftware Ver 1.14. RGD/KGD in S protein is near the groove of com-

lex of RBD and ACE2 ( Fig. 1 D and 1 E). If S protein associates with

ntegrin, there would be no space for ACE2 to contact with S. 

ACE2 is known to associate with integrin. An RGD sequence

203–205) in ACE2 is partially buried inside the protein and thus

ot responsible for integrin association. 8 We identified a KGD motif

n 353–355 of ACE2 (BAB40370.1), which is a key region for bind-

ng S protein ( Fig. 1 F). This KGD motif is on the exposed small loop

n the structure of open ACE2 dimer (PDB: 6M1D) and closed ACE2

imer (PDB: 6M18), 9 which indicated that integrin could interact

ith ACE2 through this motif ( Fig. 1 G). 

We proposed the following model for the role of integrin in re-

eptor recognition of S protein ( Fig. 2 ). Upon SARS-CoV-2 or SARS-

oV infection, integrin could interact with ACE2 and S protein in-

ividually. Integrin associates with ACE2 through its KGD motif in-

luding K353, which is one of key AAs for S protein recognition.

ntegrin associates with S protein by its RGD/KGD motif, which

ould shield the space of RBM for contacting with ACE2. In those

cenarios, both ACE2 K353 (inside KGD) and S protein RBM (near

GD/KGD) are shielded by integrin. Thus, ACE2 could not recog-
d ACE2 protein . (A) RGD/KGD is present in S protein from SARS-CoV-2, SARS-CoV, 

GD is in an exposed loop of SARS-CoV-2 S protein. Left: trimer of SARS-CoV-2 S 

. (C) KGD is in an exposed loop of SARS-CoV S protein. Left: trimer of SARS-CoV S 

(D) RGD of SARS-CoV-2 S protein locates near the groove of the complex of ACE2 

. (E) KGD of SARS-CoV S protein locates near the groove of the complex of ACE2 

) KGD presents in human ACE2. KGD motif is in red box. (G) KGD locates in an 

ight: monomer of human ACE2. Upper: open conformation (PDB: 6M1D). Lower: 

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.jinf.2020.03.046&domain=pdf
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Fig. 2. Proposed model for the inhibitory role of integrin in SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV . 

In uninfected condition, integrin could associate with ACE2 through KGD motif. Upon SARS-CoV-2 or SARS-CoV infection, integrin could interact with ACE2 (through KGD) 

and S protein (through RGD/KGD) individually, which will mask the interface between S protein and ACE2. Thus, ACE2 could not recognize S protein, leading to a suppressed 

viral entry. When ACE2 associates with S protein, a robust virus entry will occur. 
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nize S protein, leading to a suppressed viral entry. In the condition

of ACE2 targeting of S protein, integrin no longer blocks ACE2-S

interaction, resulting in a robust virus entry. 

Several host proteins were predicted to associate with SARS-

CoV-2 S protein. 3 , 10 Recently, people reported that the SARS-CoV-

2 S protein acquired an RGD integrin-binding motif and claimed

that this motif was absent from other coronaviruses. 3 They further

speculated that RGD acquired by SARS-CoV-2 would promote virus

entry by association of integrins, thus enhance the transmission

ability. We disagree with that because both RGD and KGD could

recognize integrins. The difference is that RGD recognizes more

types of integrins than KGD. When integrins bind to S protein, the

stereo-hindrance effect will prevent ACE2 targeting by S protein.

Moreover, ACE2 contains a KGD integrin-binding motif inside the

S-binding region. When integrins bind to S protein, ACE2 targeting

by S protein will also be inhibited. Taken together, our model fa-

vors an inhibitory role for integrins in virus entry by associating

with both S protein and ACE2. 

Potential association of S protein and integrins provide mecha-

nistic insights for the pathogenesis of SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV.

Because RGD recognized a broader spectrum of integrins than KGD,

more integrins could block receptor binding of SARS-CoV-2 S than

that of SARS-CoV S. Consequently, SARS-CoV-2 would infect fewer

organs than SARS-CoV, which might partially explain why SARS-

CoV-2 caused less mortality than SARS-CoV. 

In conclusion, we identified an RGD/KGD integrin-binding motif

in S proteins from SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV. We also discovered

a KGD integrin-binding motif in ACE2. Integrins were predicted to

inhibit receptor targeting of S proteins from SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-

CoV by shielding both S protein and ACE2. We proposed a previous

unappreciated inhibitory role for integrin in virus entry, which will

improve our understanding on the virus entry for both SARS-CoV-2

and SARS-CoV. 
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ear Editor , 

In this Journal, Tian and colleagues have described the clinical

eatures of COVID-19 in the highly urbanised environment of Bei-

ing 1 . 
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egional air pollution persistence links to COVID-19 

nfection zoning ✩ 
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i  

a  

d  

l  

ig. 1. Top panel (A, B): Covid-19 outbreak in China compared to concentration of parti

f COVID-19 cases. Top right and bottom right panel (D,E): Levels of NO2 air pollutant (

ttps://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni/ ). Bottom panel F: Nitrogen Dioxide pollution map o

SA - Copernicus SENTINEL 5P CC BY-SA IGO3.0, https://www.esa.int/ESA _ Multimedia/Ima
There is a strong established link between severe viral respira-

ory disease, which causes infection in 10 ∼20% of the population,

nd air pollution. 2 Fine particulate matter with an aerodynamic di-

meter of 2.5m or less (PM2.5), 10m or less (PM10), sulfur dioxide

SO 2 ), nitrogen dioxide (NO 2 ), carbon monoxide (CO), and ozone

O 3 ) affect airways through inhalation and exacerbate the suscep-

ibility to and severity of respiratory virus infections 3 . 

Notable research conducted in this field has demonstrated that

M2.5 levels in the air of Beijing directly influences the trans-

ission of influenza virus. 4 O 3 has been found to be signifi-

antly negatively associated with influenza transmissibility while

O levels had a positive association. 5 In particular, fine particles,

uch as PM2.5, tend to stay longer in the air than heavier par-

icles and their minute size increases the chances to let them

enetrate deep into the lungs, bypassing the nose and throat.

his leads to progressive and chronic inflammation of the res-

iratory airways with excessive mucus production and decreased

iliary activity with subjects chronically exposed to air pollu-

ants more prone to develop severe respiratory diseases after viral

nfections. 

At the time of this letter, the countries with the highest num-

er of COVID-19 infections were China and Italy. There is a com-

on link between these countries which is the very high level of

ir pollutants. For instance, in the areas of these countries most

ffected by COVID-19 outbreaks, mean PM2.5 concentrations vastly

xceed the hourly standard of 75 μg/m3. In Italy, the outbreaks

ere focused in the North, exactly in the Po valley, cities of Lodi,

remona and Bergamo, which are in the five Italian cities with

ighest pollution levels. The region, which is often referred as the

Industrial Triangle” after the economic boom of the sixties of

he twentieth century, is characterized by a high density of fac-

ories, traffic and intensive agriculture. Such dense anthropic activ-

ty produces a significant pollutant emission in the region, which

long with its specific topography its and climatic features, pro-

uces a hood where fine particulates are trapped. Indeed, Po Val-

ey is a plain surrounded by Alps, characterised by weak winds and
culate matter (PM 2.5) (Wikipedia.org; CC BY-SA 4.0). Panel C: Italian distribution 

Month of December) in China and North Italy (Source: NASA G.I.O.V.A.N.N.I. - see 

ver EUROPE as seen by Copernicus SENTINEL 5P satellite (Jan to Apr 2019). (Credit: 

ges/2019/05/Nitrogen _ dioxide _ over _ northern _ Italy ). 
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frequent episodes of climatic inversion, inhibiting the air recycling

and thus the pollutants dissolution. In the last month of December

and January, the concentrations of PM 2.5 over this region reached

unprecedented values that are similar to those characterizing the

Hubei Region, China, 6 where the first peak of COVID-19 infection

was registered Fig. 1 . 

This discloses a potential correlation between the distribution

of severe COVID-19 outbreaks and the pollutants stagnation result-

ing from a combination of specific climatic conditions, local hu-

man emissions and regional topography. Such a potential relation

has been not taken into account so far, although many scientific

reports from China stated that viral particles may be suspended in

the air for several minutes in contrast to the current knowledge

about virus diffusion 

7 . Even though these reports have been ob-

ject of criticism for their methodology, here we reconsider such a

possibility, at least for those region like Hubei Region or Po val-

ley, where it might actually justify the on-going outbreaks and the

associated high rate of contagion. 

Our hypothesis is that the atmosphere, rich of air pollutants,

together with certain climatic conditions may promote a longer

permanence of the of viral particles in the air, thus favoring an

“indirect” diffusion in addition to the direct one (individual to

individual). We therefore encourage further investigations focusing

on the role of these aspects in the development of the COVID-

19 outbreaks over highly industrialized areas. If confirmed, our

hypothesis may imply a higher level of control on the risk of

infection spread. Indeed, its potential evolution may be partly

anticipated by weather forecasting and seasonal prediction sys-

tems, thus allowing for timely measures of mitigation over critical

regions. Also, it may further strengthen the need to reduce the

level of air pollutants as part of public health measures to curb

the spread of COVID-19 and other infections. 
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ear Editor , 

We read with interest the recent review by Han et al. 1 that ad-

ressed the nature of the virus and its clinical characteristics to re-

ponse to the COVID-19 outbreak. At present, there is no vaccine or

pecific drugs for the human coronavirus. The most effective mea-

ures to COVID-19 are still early detection and quarantine of new

ources of infection, and early diagnosis and supportive treatments

or comfirmed patients. As of March 18, 2020, China had a total

f 81,151 confirmed cases of COVID-19, including those in health

are workers. Italy, Japan, South Korea, the United States and other

ountries also reported new coronavirus cases, and the total global

ase load outside of China was 115,682 confirmed cases. The mor-

ality rate of critically ill patients with the COVID-19 pneumonia is

s high as 61.5%. 2 

Intravenous immunoglobulin(IVIG) has been clinically used as

n adjunctive drug in the treatment of severe pneumonia caused

y influenza, 3 but there is controversy about its therapeutic effect

n COVID-19 pneumonia, despite inclusion in the Trial Version 7

f National Health Commission & State Administration of Tradi-

ional Chinese Medicine stating that it can be considered for use

n severe and critically ill patients. For this reason, this study retro-

pectively observed the relationship between the prognosis of pa-

ients with severe and critical COVID-19 pneumonia and the adju-

ant therapy of IVIG and explored whether IVIG could improve the

linical symptoms, laboratory examination and prognosis of these

atients. 

In this retrospective study, we reviewed 58 cases of severe or

ritical illness due to COVID-19 diagnosed in the intensive care unit

f Wuhan Third Hospital from January to February 2020. The study

as approved by the hospital’s ethics committee and exempted

rom written informed consent. 

Inclusion criteria: All patients were diagnosed with COVID-19

nd confirmed by real-time RT-PCR. 

Exclusion criteria: Patients with incomplete data. Severe cri-

eria: Meet one of the following 1. Shortness of breath. RR ≥
0 times/min 2. At rest, oxygen saturation ≤93%; 3. Arterial

lood oxygen partial pressure/oxygen absorption concentration

300 mmHg. High altitude ( > 1000 m) areas should be calibrated

ccording to the following formula: PaO 2 /FiO 2 × [barometric pres-

ure (mmHg)/760] 4. Pulmonary imaging showed obvious lesion

rogression ≥50% within 24-48 hours. Critical criteria: Meet one

f the following: 1. Respiratory failure, requiring mechanical ven-

ilation; 2. Shock; 3. Complications of other organ failure require

CU care. 

Primary outcome: 28-day mortality. 

Secondary outcomes: 14-day mortality, hospital length of stay,

ength of stay in the ICU, and use of mechanical ventilation. 
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ffect of regular intravenous immunoglobulin therapy 

n prognosis of severe pneumonia in patients with 

OVID-19 
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Fig. 1. A. Dose of IVIG B. Time of IVIG C. Hospital length of stay D. ICU length of stay. 
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Grouping: > 48 h group and ≤48 h group were divided accord-

ng to the use of intravenous immunoglobulin within 48 h after

dmission. 

Our treatment plan was as follows: all patients received oxygen

herapy and Abidor antiviral treatment and were initially adminis-

ered the antibiotic moxifloxacin, according to the patient’s clinical

ymptoms and signs and laboratory results, which were used to

etermine whether to adjust the antibiotics. In addition, accord-

ng to the patient’s condition, they were subjected to low molec-

lar heparin anticoagulation, and when the absolute lymphocyte

ount fell to < 0.5 × 10 9 /L, they received intravenous immunoglob-

lin at 20 g/day and correction for hypoalbuminemia. If the abso-

ute number of lymphocytes was still low five days later, we used

hymosin to boost immune function. Patients in critical condition

eceived intravenous administration of small doses of glucocorti-

oids (1–2 mg/kg) for 5–7 days depending on their condition. All

ther treatments were administered according to the WHO guide-

ines. 

We obtained epidemiological, demographic, clinical, laboratory,

anagement, and outcomes data from patient records. Final clini-

al results were followed up through February 29, 2020. 

The study included 58 patients diagnosed with COVID-19 pneu-

onia. Among them, 36 (62.1%) were males, with an average age

f 62 years old. The youngest age was 29 years old, the oldest

ge was 86 years old, and the median age was 63 (54–72) years

ld. 

The cumulative dose of intravenous immunoglobulin over 28

ays was significantly increased in the > 48 h group (n = 28)
88.57 ± 71.14 vs 64.35 ± 54.74 g, p = 0.006) compared to that in

he ≤48 h group (n = 30). After admission, patients in the > 48 h

roup had an average delay of 1 day in using IVIG for the first time

han patients in the ≤48 h group (2.707 ± 1.427 vs 1.567 ± 0.504

ays, p = 0.0 0 0). The time of using IVIG in survivors group was ear-

ier than no survivors group (2.257 ± 0.1981 vs 3.391 ± 0.3190 days,

 = 0.0023) ( Fig. 1 B). Of all enrolled patients, 11 (18.96%) required

echanical ventilation, 5 (8.62%) noninvasive mechanical ventila-

ion, 6 (10.3%) invasive mechanical ventilation, and 2 (3.45%) high-

ow oxygen aspiration. 

A total of 23 of the 58 patients died within 28 days of admis-

ion, 7 in the ≤48 h group and 16 in the > 48 h group. There was

 statistically significant difference in 28 day mortality between

he two groups (23.3% vs 57.1%, p = 0.009). The length of stay in

he hospital of the ≤48 h group was significantly shorter than in

he > 48 h group (11.50 ± 1.030 vs 16.96 ± 1.620 days, p = 0.0055)

 Fig. 1 C), and the length of stay in the ICU of the ≤48 h group

as also significantly shorter than that of the > 48 h group

9.533 ± 1.089 vs 13.50 ± 1.632 days, p = 0.0453) ( Fig. 1 D). The pro-

ortion of patients requiring mechanical ventilation in the ≤48 h

roup was also significantly lower than in the > 48 h group (6.67%

s 32.14%, p = 0.016). The 28-day survival time of ≤48 h group was

ignificantly longer than the > 48 h group ( Fig. 2 ). 

Our study included 58 patients diagnosed with severe COVID-

9. Twenty-three (39.6%) critically ill patients died within 28 days.

ll patients were treated with IVIG. This is the first clinical study

o evaluate the efficacy of IVIG in the treatment of severely ill

OVID-19 patients. 
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Fig. 2. Survival of 28 days and 14 days. 
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IVIG is applied in the adjuvant treatment of critical patients. As

a blood product purified from the mixed plasma of healthy peo-

ple, protein is the main component, and it is rich in bacterial anti-

bodies and viral IgG, etc. Continuous infusion can improve the IgG

level in the serum, effectively neutralizing the pathogens in the

respiratory tract of patients, and thereby promoting the recovery

from diseases and shortening the course of disease. 4 IVIG can im-

prove the body’s defense, block the receptors associated with the

target cell, and prevent the pathogen from further damaging the

target cell. 4 In addition, the use of IVIG can also influence the pro-

cess of lymphocyte differentiation and maturation, hinder the nor-

mal immune response of white blood cells, inhibit the production

of inflammatory factors, and thus decrease the inflammatory in-

jury experienced by patients. 3 , 5 , 6 A previous meta-analysis using

IVIG in SARS infection concluded that whether intravenous infu-

sion of IVIG could improve the prognosis is still unclear. 7 There are

also literature reports on the use of IVIG in MERS infection, 8 but

there is no evidence that IVIG has anti-MERS activity, as specific

efficacy has not been reported. Studies on influenza virus infec-

tion, such as H1N1, have shown that IVIG can prevent severe pan-

demic influenza infection. 9 A multicenter, double-blind, random-

ized, controlled trial using hyperimmune globulin in the treatment

of patients with severe 2009 H1N1 infection found that the use

of h-IVIG in the treatment of severe H1N1 infection within 5 days

of symptom onset was associated with reduced viral load and re-

duced mortality. 3 It is therefore worth examining when to use IVIG

to assist the treatment of COVID-19. In our first analysis, we found

that the use of IVIG within 24 h after admission had no significant
tatistical difference in either the 28-day mortality or the 14-day

ortality rates, but the use of IVIG within 48 h could significantly

educe the 28-day mortality rate, indicating that the initiation time

f IVIG was related to the reduction of the COVID-19 mortality rate.

In our study, treatment with IVIG within 48 h of admission

ot only reduced ventilator use, but also reduced hospital and

CU length of stay, ultimately improving 28-day mortality. Our

tudy demonstrated that IVIG treatment in COVID-19 patients with

evere pneumonia can improve the patients’ indicators within a

hort time and improve the treatment efficiency of the patients

ith high effectiveness. 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to evaluate

he efficacy of IVIG therapy in critically ill patients infected with

OVID-19. In four previously published studies of critically ill pa-

ients, the use of IVIG was not mentioned in detail, and it was im-

ossible to summarize the effect of IVIG use on prognosis of these

atients with COVID-19 pneumonia. 2 , 10 Our research also has sev-

ral limitations. Our study only included 58 patients with severe

llness. The 28-day mortality rate of this population cannot repre-

ent all patients with severe COVID-19, and the mortality rate is

lso different at based on different times of illness onset within

he same center. We included all critical patients in the intensive

are unit of Wuhan Third hospital who met the inclusion crite-

ia. Because of the exploratory nature of the study, the calculation

f sample size is exempted. Meanwhile, the next step is to con-

rm this conclusion with a larger sample size. This is a retrospec-

ive study. The data in this study allowed for a preliminary eval-

ation of the efficacy of IVIG therapy in critically ill patients with
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OVID-19 pneumonia. However, additional prospective randomized

ontrolled studies are needed for further verification. 

In summary, initiation of IVIG as adjuvant treatment for COVID-

9 pneumonia within 48 h of admission to the ICU can reduce the

se of mechanical ventilation, shorten the hospital length of stay,

romote the early recovery of patients, and improve the effective

reatment of patients to achieve significant clinical efficacy. 

bbreviation 

IVIG, intravenous immunoglobulin 

COVID-19, Coronavirus disesse-19 

ICU, Intensive care unit 

CT, Computed tomography 

MERS, Middle East respiratory syndrome 

SARS, Severe acute respiratory syndrome 

RT-PCR, Reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction 

HLOS, hospital length of stay 

ICULOS, Intensive care unit length of stay 
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Fig. 1. Fit of prediction value and actual value. 
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In our study, we used data released by the National Health

Commission. 5 Since the data were not updated from January 1

to January 17, we used data from January 18 to February 13 to

establish our model. Epidemic prevention and control in Wuhan

can be divided into three stages: the first stage was the natural

occurrence and spread of the epidemic from January 18 to January

23; the second stage was the blockade of Wuhan and the advocacy

of residents going out less from January 23 to February 5; and the

third stage was cabin hospitals put into use from February 6 to

February 13 to ensure that all cases are admitted to hospitals and

close contacts are under intensive medical observation. We used

the susceptible-exposed-infected-removed (SEIR) dynamic model 6 

to simulate the spread of the epidemic and Simulated Annealing

(SA) algorithm to identify optimal parameters. 7 The formula of

SEIR model is as follows: 

d ( S ( t ) ) 

d ( t ) 
= −C × α1 × I ( t ) ×S ( t ) 

N 

−C × α2 × E ( t ) ×S ( t ) 

N 

d ( E ( t ) ) 

d ( t ) 
= C × α1 × I ( t ) ×S ( t ) 

N 

+C × α2 × E ( t ) ×S ( t ) 

N 

− β × E ( t ) 

d ( I ( t ) ) 

d ( t ) 
= β × E ( t ) − γ × I ( t ) 

d ( I ( t ) ) 

d ( t ) 
= γ × I ( t ) 

 = 1 , t < = 6 ;
 = C1 , 6 < t < = 16 ;
 = C2 , t > 16 ;

The susceptible, exposed, infected, and r removed populations

at time t were set as S (t), E (t), I (t), and R (t), respectively,

and the total population in Wuhan was set as N. The number of
he susceptible infected by each infected person per unit time (d)

as set as α1, and by each exposed person, α2. Moreover, accord-

ng to the literature, the incubation period was 1/ β = 4 d, 8 and

he infection period was 1/ γ = 3.5 d. 9 After adopting control mea-

ures, the number of susceptible infected by each infected person

er unit time (d) was set as C 

∗α1, and by each exposed person,

 

∗α2. The optimal parameters of the model found out through SA

lgorithm. 

The goodness of fit between the forecast value and the actual

ncidence was 81.98%, suggesting that our model can reflect the ac-

ual incidence and spread of the epidemic. Based on this model, we

alculated the basic reproduction number in Wuhan, R 0 = 3.31, the

ffective reproduction number of the second stage, R T = 1.12, and

he effective reproduction number of the second stage, R T = 0.71

R T < 1, the inflection point of the epidemic appeared and the inci-

ence began to decline). 

In this article, the effectiveness of control measures at differ-

nt stages of COVID-19 in Wuhan was evaluated for the first time.

he results showed that the effective reproduction number after

lockade of the city was R T = 1.12, showing that blockade reduced

ransmission of infection by 66.16%. Although the adopted preven-

ion and control measureswere effective, the effective reproduction

umber remained greater than 1, indicating that the epidemic con-

inues to spread. This could be attributable to medical limitations:

ot all patients could be admitted to hospitals, and close contacts

ere mainly isolated at home, resulting in family outbreaks. Since

ebruary 6, cabin hospitalshave been put into use to ensure that all

ases are admitted to hospitals and close contacts are under inten-

ive medical observation. Consequently, the effective reproduction

umber has decreased to less than 1 (R T = 0 •71), indicating the

nflection point of the epidemic; thus, the incidence of the disease

ill gradually decrease until its disappearance. 
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Fig. 1. PeRSo prototype. Photo credit Ric Gillams. 
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c  
ear Editor, 

Since the readers of this Journal were first alerted to the emerg-

ng problem of COVID-19 1 , the severe acute respiratory syndrome

oronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) virus is causing a global pandemic 2-4 ,

esulting in more than two million confirmed cases and almost 140

 0 0 deaths to mid-April 5 . SARS-CoV-2 is transmitted by aerosol

roplets or facial touching 6 , and fatalities are usually due to res-

iratory complications. The primary control measure is social dis-

ancing, but maintaining such controls will be challenging. 

Traditional control measures from an infectious disease include

ersonal hygiene, vaccination, vector control, environmental con-

rols, prophylaxis and quarantine. For example, vaccinia virus erad-
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ersonal respirators for population level control of the 

OVID19 pandemic 
cated smallpox, bed nets control malaria and condoms reduce HIV

ransmission. As SARS-CoV-2 transmits to the face or mouth, an

lternative solution would be to protect these areas, which can be

chieved by a personal respirator. Widespread use of personal res-

irators has not been possible to date due to their complexity and

imited supply. We have developed a simple personal respirator in

outhampton (PeRSo), made from cheap, mass-produced compo-

ents 7 , 8 . The motor unit fan pulls air through a high efficiency fil-

er, powered by rechargeable batteries. The clear air is delivered

nto a hood with a clear plastic visor and passes standard sniff and

acterial tests ( Fig. 1 ). We have initiated manufacture locally and

re aiming to roll out widely in the United Kingdom, and are in-

estigating components suitable for local production in the devel-

ping world (PeRSo-DW). 

However, in addition to protecting healthcare staff as per the

riginal design intention, PeRSos could potentially be used for

ider control of SARS-CoV-2. Whilst this may seem fanciful, if one

ad proposed in December 2019 that one third of the world would

e under lockdown three months later, this would have seemed

idiculous. Wearing PeRSos outside the house would allow society

o return to productivity, with industries and business re-enabled,

nd individuals able to meet face-to-face. 

Evidently, implementation challenges exist, but the alternative

f waiting for a vaccine indefinitely seem worse in terms of eco-

omic impact. As a control strategy, PeRSo use outside the house

ould be compulsory in areas with active transmission. Once the

ycle of transmission is broken, respirator use would be optional.
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Strengthened public health screening would be required to iden-

tify breakdown areas, leading to travel restrictions and return to

compulsory PeRSo use. Humans would all look highly unusual, but

SARS-CoV-2 would be controlled and this would act as a bridge to

a new vaccine or drug therapy. Whilst the costs may seem high,

compared to the economic costs of a prolonged lock-down, this is

trivial. 

We propose the PeRSos should be mass produced and deployed

to healthcare workers in areas of SARS-CoV-2 transmission ur-

gently. Later, wider use could be considered, such as in roles in-

volving frequent interpersonal contact. Ultimately, this will per-

mit a return to normal vaccine becomes available, just as a bed

net protects in malarial regions. Public health interventions of in-

creased surveillance and compliance with regular hand hygiene,

in particular before and after removing the PeRSo, will also be

needed. The return to a semblance of global “normality”, and the

upswing economic productivity, will reduce the impact of the pan-

demic on the poorest in the world. 
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H

ear Editor, 

It is a well-known fact that healthcare associated infections

HAIs) are a global problem that affect between around 7 and 10%

f patients, depending on the country. 1 The novel coronavirus pan-

emic (COVID-19) is exacerbating this already dire situation and is

urrently causing a significant increase in the rate of HAIs around

he world. 2 , 3 The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-

 (SARS-CoV-2) virus is mainly transmitted through droplets, close

ontact with infected individuals and contaminated surfaces. 4 This

akes healthcare workers (HCWs) a highly susceptible population

oth for contracting as well as for spreading the virus. The infec-

ion prevention and control (IPC) measures to limit or prevent HAIs

aused by the SARS-CoV-2 are crucial to combatting this pandemic.

and hygiene is widely recognized as the most effective and eco-

omically viable measure in IPC. 5 

Even before COVID-19, HAIs were a pandemic in and of them-

elves. Annually, they are responsible for the death of millions of

eople per year- more than tuberculosis, malaria, and AIDS com-

ined. In Europe, over 4 million patients are affected by approxi-

ately 4.5 million episodes of HAIs every year, leading to 16 mil-

ion extra days of hospital stay, 37,0 0 0 attributable deaths and the

ontributing factor to an additional 110,0 0 0 deaths, resulting in €
 billion of additional healthcare costs. 1 In the USA, it is estimated

hat around 1.7 million patients are affected by HAIs each year,

nd that they account for 99,0 0 0 deaths, costing hospitals between

S$35.7 to US$45 billion. 1 Although the direct costs due to these

ypes of infections are already very significant, the indirect costs to

ealth systems and economies are both extremely high and almost

mpossible to measure. 

As seen in the last two major outbreaks of the coronavirus fam-

ly (severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and Middle East res-

iratory syndrome (MERS)), coronavirus epidemics can have a se-

ere effect on both countries’ individual economies and the global

conomy as a whole. The COVID-19 pandemic is currently esti-

ated to have cost 1-2% of global gross domestic product (GDP). 2 

his number is of course still evolving and will vary greatly across

egions and countries. Recently, it has been estimated that COVID-

9 could cost the global economy up to US$1.1 trillion in lost in-

ome. 6 Infectious disease outbreaks challenge healthcare systems

n many different aspects, impacting everything from resource al-

ocation and staffing, education, politics and governance, to the

ystems’ culture and economics. The current pandemic has high-

ighted the need for every country to be better prepared to deal

ith the effects that an infectious disease outbreak could have on

ealthcare systems and society as a whole. 

Preventing nosocomial spread of COVID-19 is a top priority

or healthcare systems around the world. Though all HCWs are

xposed at various levels, nurses are evidently at the front lines

ith the most patient contact. They are the ones responsible for

aily patient care, while simultaneously being responsible for pro-

ecting patients against HAIs. If their IPC practices, especially their

and hygiene, are suboptimal, nurses become a source of transmis-

ion of infections between patients and to themselves. Contami-

ated hands are one of the main vectors of spreading SARS-CoV-

. 7 It is crucial that nurses adhere to proper hand hygiene in order

o reduce HAIs, save money and ultimately, save lives. To achieve

cceptable levels of hand hygiene compliance, nursing teams need

o be adequately staffed, well trained, and have access to good

uality alcohol-based handrub. 8 Adequate hand hygiene would en-

ure prevention of nosocomial spread not only from patient to pa-

ient through contaminated HCW hands, but also from patients to

CWs. 
he economics of infection prevention: why it is crucial 

o invest in hand hygiene and nurses during the novel 

oronavirus pandemic 
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Globally, an increasing number of HCWs are also contracting

osocomial COVID-19 as a consequence of providing patient care.

s of early March 2020, more than 3300 HCWs in China 9 and 10%

f all physicians and nurses in Lombardy, Italy were infected with

he virus. 3 This emergency is worldwide of course, but the breadth

nd scope of COVID-19 infection in HCWs will only become appar-

nt as the pandemic progresses. 

Following its designation of 2020 as the Year of the Nurse and

he Midwife, the World Health Organization (WHO) identified that

here is a shortage of 9 million nurses and midwives around the

orld. 10 The emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic has only fur-

her highlighted the global need for HCWs. Adequate staffing is

ot the only challenge to the HCW population; IPC measures are

rucial for keeping HCWs healthy and operational in hospitals. In

ddition to being a population that is not easily replaceable once

aken out of the workforce, an increased strain on the staffing lev-

ls of HCWs also has a negative effect on patient outcomes. 

Hand hygiene with alcohol-based handrub is globally recom-

ended as one of the most effective and low-cost procedures

gainst SARS-CoV-2 cross-transmission. 5 It is well known that

mproving hand hygiene compliance among HCWs reduces HAIs

n hospital settings. 11 , 12 The economic implications of success-

ul hand hygiene improvement have long been established. It has

een demonstrated that these programs cost less than 1% of the

AI-related costs, making them relatively cheap and unequivo-

ally worth investing in. 13 In another study, the net benefit of a

ospital-wide hand hygiene program was reported as $5,289,364

SD, again proving the program’s cost-effectiveness com pared to

he costs generated by HAIs. 14 According to the aforementioned

tudy, every US$1 spent on the program could result in a $23.70

SD return on investment- the highest return of any IPC mea-

ure. 14 

Good hand hygiene programs are also dependent on systemic

omponents of the healthcare facility, including access to supplies,

ow nurses are allocated, organized and trained, and the work

ulture. Constant exposure to patients with COVID-19, a lack of

upplies such as adequate personal protective equipment in many

ospitals, fatigue and stressful work environments put nurses at

 higher risk of acquiring or transmitting the virus. 15 , 16 Infected

CWs reduce the workforce of well-trained HCWs that are able

o provide sufficient care for their patients, which in turn reduces

he hospitals’ ability to deal with an outbreak. 17 Since emergency

ituations are associated with increased HCW anxiety, some indi-

iduals may be less willing to work in such contexts, which can in

urn create or exacerbate any already existing staffing shortages. 18 

If societies want to make economically sound, lasting invest-

ents they must invest not only in the materials needed, but also

n the people doing the actual work. According to the existing ev-

dence, investing in health sectors such as education and job cre-

tion will improve health outcomes, global health security, and in-

lusive economic growth. 10 Ensuring adequate HCW staffing, train-

ng and support lead to a decreasing rate of HAIs, and is considered

 core component of effective IPC programs by the WHO. 1 

Clean and safe care starts with investing in our nurses, and the

essage to policy makers should be clear: “increase nurse staffing

evels to prevent infections and improve quality of care. Create the

eans to empower nurses and midwives.” Doing any less wouldn’t

ake human or economic sense. 
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Dear Editor, 

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)

emerged in Wuhan, China in December 2019 and spread largely

by sustained human-to-human transmission. 1 . The WHO declared

the resulting disease a pandemic. 2 . The virus, which causes severe

respiratory illness in susceptible individuals, has spread so rapidly

that it threatens to saturate health services, particularly their in-

tensive care capacity. While this presently concerns mainly Italy, 3 

Spain, 4 and France, other countries, such as the United States, may

well succumb as it is difficult to predict how the infection will

spread in the general population. A calibrated response to the epi-

demic must take into account the number of cases, including in-

fected asymptomatic individuals, most of whom are not detected

due to a lack of testing. The existing models for SARS-CoV-2 are

based on published positive cases and do not take into account ei-

ther people’s age or any evolutive diffusion coefficient. 5 

Our statistical model for predicting the spread of SARS-CoV-2

in France is based on a diffusion and transmission coefficient that

varies with an individual’s age, the likelihood of contagion, and

two administration parameters (confinement and quarantine). We

use models to measure how the dynamics of the SARS-CoV-2 in-

fection is affected by these different factors and how to adapt the

deconfinement strategy. 

Consider the variables ( S n , P n , Q n , I n ). We define A as the age

class variable: 

A ∈ { < 18 y.o, 18 − 64 , 65 − 74 , ≥ 75 y.o} . 
On day n , for a given age class A , S n, A is the number of healthy

people, P i 
n,A 

is the number of undetected contagious carriers in-

fected for i days (1 ≤ i ≤ N c ). Similarly, Q 

i 
n,A 

is the number of de-
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The SARS-CoV-2 seroprevalence is the key factor for 

deconfinement in France 
ected contagious carriers infected for i days (1 ≤ i ≤ N c ) on day n.

 A is the mortality rate per target age group. We assume that there

s the same risk of virus-caused death at any stage of the infection.

 n, A is the number of people who are immunized or have died for

 given age class A . 

We define N c as the number of days a person is contagious and

n as the percentage of the population tested on day n. R 0 is the

umber of healthy people who a contagious person contacts and

nfects. We assume that the contagion coefficient varies over time

nd peaks when the virus load is maximal: 7 days after the start

f infection. 6 N is the total population at the start of the epidemic

hase, c is the multiplier for the pace of the epidemic throughout

he confinement (0 ≤ c ≤ 1), and q is the same multiplier during the

uarantine period (0 ≤ q ≤ 1). c and q are equal to 1 when there is

o confinement or quarantine phase. 

 n = 

∑ 

A 

( 1 − D A ) . 
N c ∑ 

i =1 

P i n,A 

And 

 n = 

∑ 

A 

( 1 − D A ) 

N c ∑ 

i =1 

Q 

i 
n,A 

N is given by: 

 = 

∑ 

A 

N A = 

∑ 

A 

S n,A + P n,A + Q n,A + I n,A 

On the transition from day n to day n + 1 , we have: 

1 ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ N c − 1 , P i +1 
n +1 ,A 

= P i 
n,A 

( 1 − αn,A ) 

2 P 1 
n +1 ,A 

= 

S n,A 

N A 
. [ 
∑ 

i 

P i 
n,A 

.R i 
0 
.c + 

∑ 

i 

Q 

i 
n,A 

.R i 
0 
.q ] 

3 I n +1 ,A = I n,A + P N c 
n,A 

+ Q 

N c 
n,A 

+ D A . 
N c −1 ∑ 

i =1 

P i 
n,A 

+ D A . 
N c −1 ∑ 

i =1 

Q 

i 
n,A 

4 Q 

1 
n +1 ,A 

= 0 (no quarantine the first day, you need the test re-

sults) 

∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ N c − 1 , Q 

i +1 
n +1 ,A 

= Q 

i 
n,A + P i n,A . αn,A 

The model is a discretized version of a Susceptible Infectious

nd Recovered (SIR)-type model 7 

We have chosen R 0 = 2 . 2 . 8 

We estimated the initial model settings using data published

y Johns Hopkins University for France 9 and data collected by the

oulouse Virology Laboratory. 

Without containment the prevalence of infection is 8.3% on

arch 17 and 97.5% on May 11 ( Fig. 1 a). Containment began on

arch 17 in France and is scheduled to end on May 11. Fig. 1 b,

, d, e showed predictions of new cases per day depending on

he SARS-CoV-2 seroprevalence before and after the containment

hase. Fig. 1 b indicates that the seroprevalence before March 17

as 8.3%, and 17.5% after containment. There was an infection re-

ound on May 29. However, if the seroprevalence at the begin-

ing of containment was 15.44% ( Fig. 1 c), the seroprevalence on

ay 11 would be 29.1% and there was an infection rebound. If

1.95% of the population contracted SARS-CoV-2 before March 17

 Fig. 1 d), then 49% would be infected, immunized or dead on May

1 and the rebound would be smaller. Lastly, when the seropreva-

ence before containment was 40.05% ( Fig. 1 e) there was almost

o rebound. The seroprevalence on May 11 was 56.7%. This is why

e conclude that the seroprevalence after the containment phase

hould be between 49% and 56% in order to avoid a rebound. 

In Fig. 2 a we assumed that the containment did not end com-

letely on May 11, but was abolished gradually from May 11 to

une 30, to be totally relaxed from July, 1. We considered that this

rogressive phase consisted of a relaxation of 50% of the restrictive

ontainment measures. Seroprevalence on June 30 was 31.7% and

mailto:didier.pittet@hcuge.ch
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Fig. 1. Dynamics of SARS-CoV-2 infection per day from January 22, 2020 to March 30, 2021 according to the seroprevalence before and after containment. a: no containment, 

b: seroprevalence before 8.3% and after 17.5%, c: seroprevalence before 15.4% and after 29.1%, d: seroprevalence before 31.9% and after 49%, e: seroprevalence before 40% and 

after 56.7%. 
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Fig. 2. Progressive deconfinement strategies and their impact on infection rebound. a: complete removal of containment on June 30, b: complete removal of containment on 

October 25. 
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leaded to a rebound at the end of July. The ideal situation is that

shown in Fig. 2 b, with a progressive deconfinement phase lasting

longer, from May 11 to October 25, at which time seroprevalence

reached 51.2%. Relaxation of all restrictions after this date did not

lead to a rebound. 

Our data indicate that seroprevalence must reach approximately

50% after total deconfinement on May 11 or a gradual exit phase

over several months starting on May 11 if an infection rebound is

to be avoided ( Fig. 1 d, e and Fig. 2 b). While the seroprevalence in

France before the confinement phase was not measured (March 17)

it is probably possible to determine the proportion of the popula-

tion who came into contact with the virus at the end of the con-

finement phase. This should provide a basis for estimating the size

of any infection rebound. It remains highly unlikely that the case

shown in Fig. 1 e, with about 50% of seroprevalence, will apply. It

will therefore be a question of adapting the deconfinement strat-

egy to reach 50% seroprevalence gradually and so avoid a rebound.

This may require wearing masks for several months while waiting

for vaccine. 

The predictive power of the model may be hampered by the

way in which casualties are measured, as can the strategy used

to detect the number of positive cases. Postprocessing the data to

handle such biases will be the topic of future reports. 
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ear Editor, 

The COVID-19 pandemic is overwhelming many national

ealthcare networks and crippling many economies. As of 24 April

020 (11:08AM GMT), a total of 2721,354 confirmed cases, 191,231

eaths and 745,605 recovered cases have been recorded in over

50 countries. 1 To date, the reported case-fatality varies from

.3% (in China) to 7.2% (in Italy), with substantially higher fatality

mong older populations, and those with co-morbidities. 2 

Australia has a population of approximately 26 million, of

hom 15.4% are aged 65 years and above. 3 The first case of

OVID-19 infection was reported on 26 January 2020. As of 24

pril 2020, there were 6675 known cases, and 78 deaths. Both

he federal and state/territory governments have enforced strict

ublic health measures to control this outbreak. 4 In the present

tudy, we report on the epidemiology of the COVID-19 outbreak

n Australia observed thus far, as well as the predicted future

umbers of cases, deaths and ICU admissions, and associated ICU

osts. 

In 2018–2019, total ICU capacity across public and private hos-

itals in Australia comprised 2229 beds, and the mean cost of each

CU bed-day was AUD $5040. 5 , 6 We forecasted the number of

eds required for COVID-19 patients over time and its associated

osts by applying the following conditions: (i) allocation of 10%,

0% and 50% of ICU beds for COVID-19; (ii) 3% (as currently ob-

erved in Australia), 5% (China) and 12% (Italy) of confirmed cases

equiring intensive care 7 ; (iii) mean ICU stay between 7 and 14

ays; and (iv) mean hospital stay prior to intensive care between

 and 14 days. 8 

Evaluation of temporal changes in trend and dynamic time

eries forecasting were performed by Box-Jenkins autoregressive

ntegrated moving average and regression models. Predicted mod-

ls were validated by review of mean absolute percentage errors

nd r-squared values. 

We estimated the mortality rate by dividing the number of

eaths on a given day by the number of patients with confirmed
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arly signs that COVID-19 is being contained in 

ustralia 
OVID-19 infection (i) on the same day and (ii) seven days be-

ore, given that patients who die on any given day were infected

uch earlier. On this basis, case fatality from COVID-19 infection

n Australia is presently between 0.4% to 3.0%. Fig. 1 depicts the

umber of new cases observed over time. The number of new

ases have decreased since 29 March 2020, with New South Wales,

ictoria, Queensland and South Australia all reporting less new

ases in the three to five days prior (Supplement Figures A and

). Hence the rate of rise in incidence has slowed, mindful of

he limitations of applying trends to short periods of time. Based

n extrapolation of trends prior to 29 March 2020, the Australian

ealthcare system would have been over-run by over 12,0 0 0 con-

rmed cases by 12 April 2020 (Supplement Figure C). Further-

ore, ICU capacity would have been exceeded by mid to end April

020 (Supplement Figure D). The associated ICU costs would have

mounted to between AUD $8.82 million and $34.38 million if

apped at the current maximum number of ICU beds. Notably,

ustralia has successfully averted these outcomes through timely

mplementation and strict enforcement of bans on travel and so-

ial gatherings, as well as concerted diagnostic and management

trategies. 

The results of our analysis suggest that Australia is on its way

oining China and South Korea in ‘flattening the curve’. 
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Fig. 1. Public health measures undertaken to contain COVID-19 in Australia. 
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ear Editor, 

A recent article in Journal of Infection by Lv et al. projected

hat many countries could face similar COVID-19 situations as wit-

essed in Hubei in China. 1 There are many factors that can influ-

nce the course of an infectious disease outbreak. 

In the wake of the Ebola outbreak in 2014, the Global Health

ecurity Index (GHSI) was developed with the aim of gauging

ountries’ capacity to deal with infectious disease outbreaks. 2 The

HSI highlights the shortcomings of existing pandemic policies and

rocedures, with the aim of spurring improvement of future prac-

ices. The index ranges from 0 to 100, and assesses six core ele-

ents: prevention, detection and reporting, response, health sys-

em, compliance with norms and risk of infectious disease out-

reaks. 2 A higher GHSI indicates better preparedness. 

In the present study, we examined the correlation between

HSI and various measures of COVID-19 burden across different

ountries. We hypothesised that higher GHSI was inversely asso-

iated with measures of COVID-19 burden. 

Country-level data on COVID-19 as at 11 April 2020 were

ourced from the ‘worldometer’. 3 Countries without testing data,

r those with no assigned GHSI score were excluded. Furthermore,

e included only countries with at least 100 confirmed cases of

OVD-19. Data on countries’ median age and proportion of fe-

ales in 2019 were sourced from the United Nations population

atabase. 4 

We analysed the association between GHSI and COVID-19 bur-

en, represented by numbers of tests confirmed cases and deaths

er million people per day since the first confirmed case in each

ountry. First, we plotted GHSI against natural log transformed val-

es of these outcomes (to provide more symmetrical distributions).

econdly, we used a generalised linear model (GLM) to determine

he association between GHSI and confirmed cases and deaths per

illion people per day, with adjustment for testing rate, popula-

ion median age and proportion of females. 

We considered GHSI both as a continuous variable and as a cat-

gorical variable comprising four quartiles. In the latter analyses,

he first (lowest) quarter of GHSI was considered as the reference

ategory. 

A total of 100 countries with complete data were included in

he analysis (Supplementary Table S1). At the time of the analy-

es, there were 1,431,533 confirmed COVID-19 cases globally and

2,058 deaths. The median number of tests per million population

cross the included countries was 2486 (interquartile range [IQR]

23-9515). The countries with the highest and lowest testing rates

ere Iceland (84,957 per million population) and Nigeria (24 per

illion population), respectively. The median number of cases and

eaths per million population were 207 (IQR: 35-498) and 3 (IQR:

 

•8-11), respectively. 

COVID-19 metrics (log transformed) plotted against GHSI are

resented in Fig. 1 . These suggest a positive correlation between

HSI and testing rate, as well as cases and deaths per million peo-

le per day since the first recorded case. Of note, the US was the

ighest ranked country in terms of GHSI of all 100 countries anal-

sed yet had the largest number of COVID-19 cases worldwide at

he time of analyses. 2 , 3 Second-ranked UK was also bearing a large

urden of disease. 
ethinking pandemic preparation: Global Health Security 

ndex (GHSI) is predictive of COVID-19 burden, but in the 

pposite direction 
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Figure 1. Scatter plot of showing unadjusted correlation between GHSI and testing 

rate (A), COVID-19 cases (B) and deaths (C) per million people per day. 
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The results from the GLM model are presented in Table 1 . There

as no statistically significant association observed between GHSI

nd testing rate. After adjusting for testing rate, median age and

he proportion of females, a positive association was also observed

etween GHSI and COVID-19 cases and deaths, with the biggest

urden borne by countries at the highest quartile of GHSI. 

The findings of our study were unexpected. First, no association

as noted between GHSI and testing rate, despite that GHSI should

erve as a surrogate for healthcare capacity, including COVID-19

esting. Effective pandemic response requires significant invest-

ent in testing, with adequate training of healthcare workers in

esting, as well as sufficient supply of PPE and testing kits. 5 In ad-

ition, effective and widespread dissemination of information to

he general population regarding testing criteria assists case detec-

ion. 5 

Secondly, the associations between GHSI and COVID-19 cases

nd deaths were positive, meaning that the GHSI can reflect a

ountry’s capacity to deal with epidemics or pandemics, but in the

pposite manner than intended. No doubt there was confounding

y increased globalisation among more developed countries (with

igher GHSI). Increased exposure to foreigners travelling for the

urposes of tourism, business and use of healthcare is likely to

ncrease the risk of new infectious pathogens being introduced.

imilarly, mass migration contributes to disruption of local bacte-

ial and viral environments. 2 Furthermore, the rarity of pandemics

n conjunction with false reassurance from a high GHSI may have

ontributed to more lenient adherence to infection control mecha-

isms in recent years. 6 

The intent of the GHSI is noble, and the findings of our study

hould not discourage future endeavours to gauge capacity to re-

pond to pandemics. However, as the world becomes increasingly

nterconnected, the value of assessing the capacity of countries to

anage infectious disease outbreaks individually is redundant. This

nterconnectedness extends beyond social, political, and business

nteractions to pathogenic environments. Consequently, identifying

nd controlling spread of newly arising infectious agents is only as

ffective as the practices within the poorest performing countries. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has revealed insufficiencies in existing

nowledge of pandemic preparedness and response. A more inte-

rated global approach is necessary, as is further research into al-

ernative factors related to infection control that have not yet been

onsidered. Development of international response protocols and

ffective communication channels will permit coordinated global

ction. Furthermore, establishment of dynamic models and tools

ill ensure the world is better prepared for future outbreaks. 
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ear Editor, 

Recently, the emergence of extreme drug resistance (XDR) bac-

eria coupled with the lack of new drugs in the pipeline had raised

ublic health concern globally. 1 Escherichia coli ( E. coli ) is one of

he several opportunistic bacteria, which leads to serious economic

osses in terms of mortality and morbidity, especially in the pig
upplementary materials 

Supplementary material associated with this article can be

ound, in the online version, at doi: 10.1016/j.jinf.2020.05.001 . 
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industry. Some strains of the E. coli can cause colibacillosis, severe

diarrhea, enteritis, cellulitis, lower productivity, and death in pigs. 2 

For the treatment of these infections, a wide variety of broad-

spectrum antibiotics as first-line treatment drugs are used to pre-

vent or cure diseases. Bacterial culture and antibiotic sensitivity

testing are not always carried out at farm levels for directing an-

tibiotics choices, leading to inappropriate empirical treatment in

pig industry. 3 , 4 Many bacterial pathogens are exhibiting resistance

to increasing numbers of antibiotics making it much more chal-

lenging to treat the infections caused by these microbes. 3 

In 2019, a pig farm in Guangzhou, China suffered a severe out-

break of diarrhea among pigs. The owner treated the pigs with

antibiotics including Enoxacin, Oxytetracycline, Amoxicillin, Lin-

comycin, and Flurbenicol, but poor treatment response against di-

arrhea and large numbers of deaths were noticed which caused

huge economic losses. In response to this threat, the diarrhea feces

were transported to south China agricultural university for further

experimentation. After that, fecal samples were isolated, cultured

and identified according to our previous study; 5 the pathogenic

bacterium was confirmed as an E. coli . Antimicrobial resistance

testing of the isolates was performed through disk diffusion by

using the following drugs: Cefalexin, Cefazolin, Amikacin, Gen-

tamicin, Penicillin, Kanamycin, Ampicillin, Piperacillin, Minocycline,

Tetracycline, Doxycycline, Streptomycin, Lincomycin, Vancomycin,

Erythromycin. Unfortunately, the above antibiotics showed high re-

sistance. To further confirm our findings, drug resistance genes

were screened (bla TEM 

, bla SHV , qnrA, aac-Im, AphA1, TETA, FloR,

and Sul), and the PCR was performed in applied thermal cycler

using PCR kits according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The

result showed that the isolate carried all the above antibiotic re-

sistance genes, which considered as the extreme drug resistance

(XDR) bacteria. These results signify that antimicrobial resistance

could be reduced by restricting the rational use of antibiotics in

intensive farming. Furthermore, the high rate of resistance in pigs

is expected because antibiotics continuously used as growth pro-

moters, and for disease prevention and therapy in pig farming in

China. 6 As such, antibiotic resistant strains could readily be spread

via direct contact as well as through cross contamination of water,

food, and feces, between pigs and with other farm animals, even

human present within the study area. 6 , 7 

Tackling antibiotic resistance is a high priority for WHO. A

global action plan on antimicrobial resistance, including antibiotic

resistance, was endorsed at the World Health Assembly in May

2015. 8 China is the world’s largest producer and consumer of an-

tibiotics and is the epicenter of antibiotic abuse and bacterial re-

sistance. In the past, the abuse of antibiotics in the population was

more prominent; and now, the use of antibiotics in China gradu-

ally tends to be "animal use". 9 At present, the antibiotics are still

widely used in animals to prevent and control animal diseases

and promote growth, such as bate-lactams, aminoglycosides, tetra-

cyclines, sulfonamides, quinolones, etc. The misuse and abuse of

antibiotics can accelerate the development of drug resistance in

pathogens. Therefore, China’s ministry of agriculture has adopted

a comprehensive "antimicrobial-free feed" by 2020 to reduce the

harm caused by the overuse of antibiotics. 10 

Due to the misuse and abuse of antibiotics, the emergence of

antibiotic resistance is accelerating that makes the prevention and

control of pathogens infection difficult. So, the government should

make all stakeholders (individuals, policy makers, healthcare in-

dustry, scientists, and agriculture sector, etc.) unite to take action

to prevent and control the spread of antibiotic resistance to avoid

further infection of E. coli in animal production and possible ani-

mal and public health consequences. 
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